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12 vages--72 Columns

All the news that's fit to print

EEKLY
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.

ERA.

114

HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, JUNE 14, ..9e7

VOLUME XXVI, NO. 31
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OUTLOOK IS GLOOMIWOULII BE FUNERAL KENTUCKY TROOPS ROAD BONDS SOLO'
AND IF HE FAILED TO CANCEL TOBAC- WILL GD INTO CAMP AT JAMES- E. H. ROLLINS & SONS PAY
CO CONTRACT.
TOWN.
PREMIUM OF $7,750.
GIVE LITTLE PROMISE.

MAY CROPS

BACKWARD

ohiW

ti
MAMA'

UGGIES

A

Cut Worms Get In Work and Cool Several Men On Trial at Springfield Final Arrangements Have Been Made Terms of the Sale Maxie It More SatCharged With being in Night Ridby Adjutant General Lawrence.—
isfactory Than the Bid Which Was
Weather Retards All Farm
Work,

ers' Visit.

July the Month.

W

Driving Wagon,Stan- g
hopes, Surreys, t

Rejected.

A gloomy outlook for crops of all
A despatch from Jamestown to
SPRINGFIELD, Tenn., June 13—
The $100,000 Worth ,of Christian
kinds, is the tenor of the .June re- There were some very .interesting the Courier-Journal conveys the county road bonds on which the bid
4
part of the State Agricultural De- developments to-day in the trial of f Alowing welcome news to the of Gerald W. Peck representing N.
Nutmeat, issued by Commissioner the cases in the circuit court against soldier boys of the state:
W. Halsey ac Co., of Chicago, was
Hubert Vreeland. Crops have been John R. Roney, Cave Benton, Sam
It now seems an assured fact that recently rejected on account of the
retarded by frost and cool, damp Hornbsrger and Jim Cummins, who the Kentucky State Guards will en- bidders' insisting that the bonds be
weather, and cut worms and army are charged with going armed and camp at the Jamestown Fxposition d3livered and the money payable in
worms are reported as plentiful and intimidation,
during the month of July, as was Chicago or New York as they might
doing great damage in some sections.
intended.
The facts in the cage are that on originally Intended.
select, were sold Wednesday priMuch of the corn land has not yet the last Monday in October, 1905,
The Fr t Kentucky regiment, vately to J. W. Esmond representbeen planted and there are reports the above named men, in company commanded by Col. W. B. Halde- ing E. H. Rollins & Sons, of Chicafrom many sections of shortage in with some 100 other men, called up-! man, of Louisville, is expected to go. Mr.Esmond took the bonds at
tobacco plants and only a small per on Babec Sitnmons at about10 o'clock I leave home on July 1, departing $7,755 premium, this being the highThe best vehicles in the world for the
cent of the crop planted.
at night at his residence in the Fif_ , from the exposition on July 10. et bid at the auction sale which
money, any grade, any price, ay kind all
The report follows:
teenth Civil District, of this county„ It will be succeeded by the Third cbinformed to the terms of sale which
In or May report we started off and according to the charges in the , regiment, under command of Ccl. had been advertised.
good values and the cheapest will wear like
by saying "The month of April will indictment, which was issued at the 'i Jouett Henry, of Hopkinsville. At
Under the contract with the new
steel.
long be remembered as the coldest June term of court, 1906, called for i the close of the 10 days the latter purchasers of the bonds, the bonds
and
crops
unfavorable
for
and most
him to come out, saying that they i regiment will be succeeded in camp are to be delivered in Hopkinsville
spring work for many years.' The wihd
s e to see him.
This he
m. T
e refuse I bY the Second regiment, command-- and in the future when any are resame can be truthfully said of month to do.
1 ed by Col. Emery Allen, of Lx- deemed the transaction is also to
of
air
.
!
of May. T h e oldest inhabitants
ington.
According to the testimony
take place here instead of Chicago
claim they have never seeti a spring Simmons, his wife and sister-in-law, I This was the announcement made or New York. This one feature in
And you will be satisfied there is nothing
so cold and the condition so unfavor- the night riders came to their house l a st night by Adjt. Gen. Henry R. itself will more than make up the
able for work and growing crops. and called for Mr. Simmons several ' Lawrence, of Cadiz, who spent the $175 decrease from the bid of Mr.
better made, or a "Stayer" if you want to
Damaging frosts as late as the 28th times to come out, and upon his re- I day here at the direction of Gov. Peck. The bonds are to be engraved
ride without a jolt. There's nothing on the
of May.'Crops of are far behind, fusal to do some of them suggested Beckham, and who was in constant in Chicago under the supervision of
anything
but
cases
most
in
and
that they secure rails and batter i conference with the exposition of- the purchasers, they not charging
market that compares with either
promising. And to add to the dam- down the door. Cooler heads in:i flcials. Gen. Lawrence was accom- the county anything for their serage done by frosts and cool damp terfered, however, and it was not i Panted by Col. Marvin Parrant, vices in this regard. The bonds will
We will gladly show you their
weather, the cut worms were never done. Mr. Simmons testified that Assistant Adjutant General, of be in denomination of $1,000
each
more plentiful and destructive, do- they called for his purchase book 1 Frankfort, and Col. Arthur T. Mc- and will be dated and begin bearing
points of merit. Come and satisfy
ing great damage'to young corn, to- and contract with the Regie people, 1 cormack, Surgeon General, of Bowl- interest from July 1 at the rate of 5 711.
yourself. We are agents for
bacco and garden truck. The army which be handed them through a!ing Greene
per cent. per annum payable semi- 311
"Daybrealt Fetilezers." none betworms have also gotten in destruc- window. After they handed them 1 Dr. McCormack made a •close annually. The bonds are to run for
ter and very few brands as good.
tive work in a large part of the state. back to him he testified that he was study of the sanitary situation and thirty years but the county has the
See us before you buy. Corn and
They first made their appearance in told that he must cancel his contract to-night made the recommendation. right to redeem the entire issue or 110
the western end of the state, and on the next day, or it would not be to Gen. Lawrence that the company such part as may be desirable at the
Tobacco goods Kept in stoat.
gradually showed up until many long before there would be a funeral site here would, he believed, be in .expiration of twenty years.
counties in the central part are af- preached in his family. He was good condition by the time the KenThe sale of the bonds puts the road
fected by them. Old meadows, past also, according to his testimpny, tucky troops arrived. Several rec- question on a solid basis and in much
ures and many wheat field"; fell' an told that his life and property were ommendations were made to the quicker time than was expected
easy prey to their ravages. In some in danger. Mr. Simmons told them officials of the exposition iregarding when the question was raised as to
localities corn fields and early that it would be impossible for him the improvement of the camp before the right of the county to issue
(Incorporated)
the
planted tobacco were damaged by to comply with their wishes the next the • Kentucky troop would be bonds without holding another
elecCumb Phone 717.
Home Phone 1439
them. The low condition of mead- day as he had important business brought here, and promises were tion. The fiscal court is now in po- 7
'
6
0
•
ows, pastures and cloven is largely to attend to, but he says that still made that the recommendations sition to go ahead with the work of
accounted for by th-se invaders,
they told him that he must do so would be carried out to the letter.
letting contracts for the various
"such of the corn land has not or there would be .a funeral.
The"Kentuckans were entertained pikes and it is very possible tha
yet been planted on accouat- of too
Mrs. Simmons strongly corrobor- during their stay by Lieut. Coots, they will take prompt action in this
much cold and wet, and many fields ated the testimony of her husband. military secretary for the exposition.
vocate of the Nicaragua route and
matter.
of the early plauted had to be plant- Mrs. Simmons had to stop several They were also'guests at the camp
made a number of notable speeches
i
ed over- Te acreage compared with times while testifying to weep.
of Virginia Military institute, which
during his long but unsuccessful
a fiNie-year average is a little short,
is here this, week being entertained
fight for the adoption of a Nicarabeillg 96. Condition is 77, which is
by Gen. Vaughan and Col. Dempguan waterway. In the hearings on
State Sunday Schools.
fairly good considering the weather
Sey.
the canal question in committee and
and`wOrms. •
r.41.
Gen. Lawrence and party will reDIES IN WASHINGTON OF ANGINA on the floor Mr. Morgan took an acThe State Sundav• School Conven"The acreage of wheat is 90 per
*awl
turn home today,
tive part, despite his feeble strength. •
tion will meet in Madisonville this
PECTORIS.
______...........•....—___
cent. of a five-years' average. ConMr. Morgan was a familiar figure
year during the month of August,
TO PLACE HER DAUGHTER IN
ditien is 82, a falling off of seven
in this city, where he made his home
Universalist Revival.
points since our May, report. The at a- iicli time more than 500 dolefor a long time at 315 John Marshall
REFORM SCHOOL
gates from various Sunday schools
oat erop is a little short in acreage,
Place.
the :tate will be in attendance.
A series of meetings are being conOne of America's Best Known and
anct has fallen off in condition from of
ducted by Rev. J. M. Rasnake, of
83 iti, May to 79 at this time. Rye is
Useful Statesmen.—Was EightyUniversalist church, Hopkinsthe
in
acreage
and
conchbetter
- sonie
Last Monday Mrs. Alice Brown,
three Years Old.
vill, at the city hall. Rev. Rasnake
don. Hemp is 83 per cent. of a
who
lives
on
First
street,
swore
out
preached three interesting sermons
L. L. Elgin Offers Popular Medicine
flveyear average, and 90 in conat
this place last week on Friday, a warrantfor her sixteen year old
(From
Thursday's Daily.)
dition.
At Half Price.
Saturday and Sunday nights.-Mad- daughter, Jessie, asking that she be
"There is a general complaint of a
School
of
sent
td
the
reform
Jack and Henry Stites have re- isonville Hustler.
as she
L. L. Elgin. the popular druggist,
scapcity of tobacco plants and late- turned from
WASHINGTON, June 12—United
had become very unfilial in her conGeorgetown to spend
•
is making an offer that is just like
nest for being ready for transplant- vacation.
i
duct towards her mother and was States Senator John Tyler Morgan, finding money, for he is selling a
of Alabama, for thirty years a mom• ing'; It looks now that it will be
unmanageable.
regular 50 cent bottle of Dr. HowHerschel Long has returned from ,
I,!!
'impossible to plant a full crop and
The warrant was nlaced in the ben of the upper house of congress, ard's celebrated specific for the
Center
college,
Danville, to spend I
muCh of that will be late. Only a
hands of Constable T. S. Winfree chairman of the senate committee cure of constipation and dyspepsia
small per cent. of the crop was vacation.
on inter-oceanic canals, and promiBEATRICE,Nev.,June 13. —Frank and he went out to serve it, the girl
at half price. In addition to this
planted June 1. This is applicable
Guy Cooksey returned home Tues- Su tton,•who formrely lived in Chris being reported as liveing temporarily nent as a brigadier-general in the large discount he agrees to
return
to both burley and dark.
day from Herrin, Ill.
tian county, Kentucky, near Hop- on Durrett avenue. Before the of- Confederate army, died at his home the money to any purchaser whom
"The scarcity and high price stock
last night at 11:16 o'clock.
the specific does not cure.
Elder T. T. Roberts, of Hopkins_ kiusville, was found dead in his barn ficer located her, though, she and
pees has cut the acreage of that crop.
Senator Morgan had been in bad
here yesterday. In the night he had her sweetheart, Sam Rogers, acvile,
the
Anyone who suffers with head'.
financial
agent
of
the
"t'apples only promise abouta third
walked off the end of thc hay mow companied by a woman, secured a health for a number of years, but ache, dyspepsia, dizziness, sour
South
Kentucky
college,
was
here
of 4 crop and peaches nearly a failhad more or less regularly attended
stomach,i3pecks before the eyes, or
this,week on business....Mrs. Eu- and fallen to the floor below, a dis- surrey and left for Clarksville where
nre: The berry crop promises a fair
the
sessions of congress. He suffered
any liver trouble, should take adgene Whitlow was called to Hop. tance of twelve feet, breaking his the girl and boy were married. They
yield.
from angina pectoris, which was the
returned
to
this
city.
neck
and
causing
his
illdeath
instantvantage of this opportunity, for Dr.
kinsville
Monday by the serious
`Gardens are backward, and the
cause of his death.
ness off her sister, Miss Florence 1Y•
Howard's specific will cure. But if
cold weather gave tender vegetation
Mr. Morgan attended to his conMrs. Moore Very III.
He was a noted Western
horseby
any chance it should not, L. L.
Duncan....Mrs. D. P. Smith and
,
quite a set back."
gressiona.1 duties at his home hero
Elgin will return your money.
baby, and little Miss Annie Smith man, owning several horses of more
until about a week ago. Since that
!
have returned from a visit to rela.. than local reputation and a stock
-The specific is very pleasant to
Mrs. Paul Moore, of Earlington, is time he
had been confined to his
take, coining in the form of granules,
tives at Hopkinsville....Miss Mil_ farm south of Beatrice
He was critically ill and her recovery is
house and to his bed. He was able,
dred Wharton has returned from a forty years of age and was unmar- doubtful. Mrs. Moore is the wife of
and there are sixty doses in every
4
however, to sit up for a while yesvisit to Hopkinsville.—Cadiz Rec- lied.
package.
Editor Paul Moore, of the Earling12d14w
terday and talk over some official
Ohio Man Has Disappeared And Police ord.
ton Bee, and daughter of Col. John matters with his
secretary. He beDividend No. 43.
Are Notified
B. Atkinson.
GUARAN TEED BY L. L. ELGIN
gan failing during the evening, howMiss Frances Trathen, of near
At the regular meeting of Board
evei, and the physicians were hur- of Directors of Crescent Milling Co.,
Nortonville, is visiting Misses BesPlant Bed Destroyed.
The Louisville Times Says: "Chief
riedly summoned.
If the head aches, if the back and
sie and Alice Anderson. Miss Traa semi-annual dividend of Five I
of Police Gunther received a letter
Mr. Morgan was a Democrat and (5 per cent.) was declared from the
are
painful,
if
side
then is a former pupil of Bethel Fethere is distress
Saturday morning from the chief of
Gordie Hoover, who lives near was born in Athens, Tenn., June 20, net earnings payable at the office of
and nausea after eating, if you are
male college.
police of Columbus, 0., requesting
sleepless, nervous and out of sorts Hanson, reported to the sheriff that 1824. His home in Alabama was at company on July 1st.
the local department to institute a
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Johnson get a 50c box of M1-o-na from
L. L. he had a fine plant bed destroyed Selma, where the funeral will take
CHAS. L. DANIEL, Treas.
search in Louisville for Sommer left yesterday for their home in Mid- Elgin with the
absolute certainty Sunday night and asked for blood- place, the body probably being takd-3t
w-2t
Schoppert who has been missing for dlesboro, Ky.
that the remedy will cost you noth- hounds to be put on the trail of the en from here Thursday.
a 'Week. Schoppert bad been visitMr. Morgan had held a number of
Not a Padded Calf.
Editor John S.Lawrence,of Cadiz, ing unless it gives you freedom from perpetrators of the outrage. Mr.
ing!friends in Crofton, Ky., but lateImportant
offices beside that of senall ills and pains and restores you Hoover said he had contracted to
is
in
the
city.
ly k'ias been in ill health and last
sell the bed for $50. No clue has ator, including membership in the
to health.
R. F. Smith, of Cerulean, reports
Friday started for Louisville. He
Judge Wallace Hancock, of Cadiz,
s
Use Mi-o-na stomach tablets, and been discovered at the time of going Hawaiian laws commision.
a month old calf on his farm weighwas to have arrived at Columbus is in town.
His chief active interest in the jug 225 pounds. At birth the 'a•slf
your ill health will soon be gone to press.—Madisonville Hustler.
Moinday by way of Cincinnati, but
senate
In recent years hag been in weighed 108 pounds. Mr. -Sgnith
will
you
forget
and
that you have
The Rez. 0. C. Abbitt went to
nothing has been heard or seen of
connection
with the Isthirnan canal wants to know if Christian county
ever had indigestion or its resulting
Henry D. Wallace went to Dawson
Princeton to-day.
him since he left Crofton."
morning.
question. He was a persistent ad- can beat that record.
ills.

•

In Fact We Have Just What You
are Looking for.

sir

Try a "Sayers and ScovIll"

,;0

•

31.

•

F. A. YOST CO.,

MM M MAMMPIWA

GOT OUT WARRANT

.

SENATOR MORGAN
•WIl•-••

LIKE FINDING MONEY.

PERSONAL NOTES.

11

! VISITED CROFTON

•

r—

7

Monsieur, I wish you to think very cool. Then listen; I will be too much frighten'." He looked at the duke curiously. "You want
briefly. It is that I am well known to be, all, entire' hones'. Gana- to know why I mate this tragedy, why I am so unkind as to ealtrap
blist? Als, yes, truesuad moe' profitable, but fair—alawaye fair. Every inon.sieure
one say that. Is it-noises? Think of it And—is there nevetea wieper
His grace of Winterset replied with a chill glance. A pais; in
come to AL. le Due that not all people belief him to play al'-ways the nobleman's cheek beat less relentlessly. His eye raged not-so bithoraste ? Ha, ha! Did IS all-nos' be said to him }as' year, after when terly. The steady purple of his own color was returning. His voice
he piay' with Milor' Tappin'ford at the chocolate house"—
was lees hoarse. He was Regaining his habit "'Tis ever the manner
"Yon di-rty scandal monger!'" the duke burst out. "I'll"—
of the vulgae he obeerveel, "to wish to be seen with people of
aMensiettr, monsieur!" said the Frenchman. "It is a poor wiry fashion"
to transit a helplesta captor. Can he retort upon his own victim? But
"Oh, ars no, no!" The Frenchman laughed. "'Tis not that.
the
on
I
am
True,
not
reco'niee
say.
I
what
of
it for you to think
Am I not already one of these 'men of fashion? I lack only the reptheir
to
do
me
not
present
here
come
parade; that my frien's who
utation of birth. Monsieur is gain' supply that Ha, ha! I shall be
Still,
room.
pomp
in
the
me
rebofF
ladies; that Meestaire Nash has
noble from tonight. rVinloz,' the artis', t3 estralerian' to death. His
I
be
will
not
and
play,
in
my
fair
and
am I not known for being hones'
throat shall be cut with his own meat. 'M. Beancaire"— Here the
what
with
you
charge
aloud
belief, even I, when I lif my voice and
young man sprang to his feet, caught up the.black wig, clapped into it
be
will
there
a dice box from the table and hurled it violently through the open
IIE yosrng Frenchman did very well WhIll he had is alenady wlisperl Think of ft! You area noble, and
would
door. "'M. Beaucaire' shall be choke' wtth his own dice box. Who
planned to do. His gneee that the duke AN.ouid cheat some hangadogs who might not fall away from you. Only such
proved good. .A.s the unshod half down fignrets that be lef to you. Do you want it tol' ? And you can keep out of Frans*, 13 the Phoenix to remain? What advantage have I not os,ter other
had been.standing neriaelesesly in the entryway gale monsitair ? I have lef' his service, but I have still the ear of M. de men of rank wh> eve merely born to it? I may choose my own. No!
softly into the shadows of the chamber he leaned Mirepoix, and he know' I never lie. Not a gentleman will play you Choose for me, monsieur. Shall I be chevalier, ennate, viccante, marquis—what? None. Out of compliment to monsieur can I wish to
across the table and smilingly plucked a aard out vshen yea coin' e to.Paris."
The Englishman's white lip showed a row of scarlet dots upon it. be anything hcsia not.? No,no! I shall be.IL le Due, M. le Duo-de—
of the big Englishman's sleeve.
de Chateaurien. Ha, ha! You Bee? You are my confrere."
"Merci, AL le ale r" he laughed, rising and stepping back from "How much do you want ?" he said.
The room rang with the gay laughter of Beaucaire. "I hol' your
M. Beau:calm trod a dainty step or twa, waving his hand politely
the table.
The Englishman cried out, "It means the dirty work of silencing note' for seven hunder' pound'. You can have them, monsieur. to the duke, as though in invitatiou to join the celebration of his rank.
Why does a such great man come to play M. Beaucaire? Because no The Englishman watched his eye still and harsh, already gathering in
you with my bare hands!" and came at him.
"Do not move," said M. Beancaire, so sharply that the other one else willin' to play M. le Due—he cannot pay. Ha, ha! So. he craftMests. Beaucaire stopped suddenly. But how I forget my age!
come' to good M. Beaucaire. Money—ha, ha! What I want with I am twelity-three," he said, with a sigh. 9 rejoice too much to be of
paused. "Observe behind you."
the quality. It has been too great for me, and I had always belief'
The T-\aglishman turned and saw what trap he had blue.dered into, money ?"
His graoe of Winterset's features were set awry to a.sinisiw pat- myself free of such ambition. I thought it was enough to behol' the
then stood transfixed, impotent, alternately scarlet with rage and
opera without wishing to sing; but no, England have teach' me I
white with the vital shame of discovery. M. 13eausaaire remarked, in- tern. He sat glaring at his companion in a snarling silence.
'Money? Pouf!" snapped the little gambler. "No, no, no! It have those vulgar desire'. Monsieur, I am goin' tell you a secret
dicating the silent figures by a poritie wave of the hand, "Is it not.a
compliment to monsieur that I procure six large men to subdue him? is that M. le Due, impoverish', somewhat in a bad odor as Jae ia, yet The ladies of your country are very difrrunt than ours. One may
They are quite devote' to me, and mondeur is alone. Coukl it be that command the entree any-where—onless I— Ha, ha! Eh, mon• adore the demoiselle, one must worship the lady of England. Our
ladies have the—it is the beauty of youth.. Yours remain comely at
he did not wish even his lackeys to know he play avith the yeeng sieur
thirty. Ours are flowers. Yours are stars! See, I betray myself, I
"Ha! You dare think to force me"—
'Frenchman who Ifeestaire Nash doee not like in the pomp room
M. Beaucaire twirled the tip of his slender mustache around the am so poor a patriot. And there is one among these stars—ala, yes,
Monsieur is unfortunate to have come on foot and alone to my apartend of his white forefinger. Then he said, "Monsieur and me gain' to there is one—the poor Frenchman has observe' from his humble (Hsmeat."
tance. Even there he es\ald bask in the glowing!" M. Beaucaire
The duke's mouth foamed over with chaotic revilement. His cap- Lady Malbourne's ball tonight—M. le,Due and me!"
turned to the window and looked out into the dark. He did not see
The Englishman roared, "'Curse your impudence!"
tor smiled brightly and made a slight gestaire, as one who brushes
the lights of the town. When he turned again he had half forgotten
"Sit quiet. Oh, yes, that's all. We goin' together."
aside a boisterous insect. With the same motion he quelled to stony
his prisoner. Other pictures were before him.
"No!"
quiet a resentful impetus of his servants toward the Englishman.
"Ah, what radiance!" he cried. "The people up over the sky,
"Certain.. I make all my little plan'. 'Tis all arrange'.*
"It's murder, is it, you carrion finished the duke._
so they smile and
M. Beaucaire lifted his shoulders in a mock shiver. "What worsts! paused and then said gravely, "You goin' present me to Issely Mary they want to show they wish the earth to be happy,
make this lady.. Gold haired, an angel of heaven, and yet a Diana of
No, no, no! No. killing! A such word to a-such host! ,5To, no; not Carlisle."
The other laughed in utter scorn. "Lady Mary Carlisle, of all the chase! I see her fly by me on her great horse one day. She
mur-r-der; only disgrace!" He laughed a clear, light laugh with a
I buy that clipping from the groom.
rising inflection, seeming to launch himself upon an adventurous quest warner' alive, would be the first to prefer ,he devil to a man of no touch his mane with her fingers.
I have it here with my dear brother's picture. Ah, you! Oh, yes,
birth,'barber."
for sympathy.
"Tis all arrange'; have no fear. Nobody question nonsit,uras you laugh! What do you know? "Pwas all I could get But I have
"You little devilish scullion!" spat out the duke.
,heard of the endeavor of M. le Duo to recoup his fortunes. This alli'Tut, nal But I forget. Monsieur has pursue' his studies of de- guest. You goin' take me tonight"—
ance shall fail. It is not the way—that heritage shall be safe' from
"No!"
portment among' his fellow countrymen."
"-Yes. And after—then I.have the entree. Is it much I ask? him! It is you and me, monsieur! You can laugh! The war is
"Do you dream a soul in Bath will take your word that I—
This one little' favor, and I never w'isper, never breathe that—it is to open', and by me! There is one great step taken. Until tonight there
at I"—
was nothing for you to ruin. Tomorrow you have got a noble of
say, I am always forever silent of monsieur's misfortune."
"That M. le Due de Winterset had a card up his sleeve ?"
"You have the entree!" sneered the other. "Go to a lackeys' rout Yrance—your own protege—to besiege and sack. And you are to
"You pitiful stroller, you sialak boy, born in a stable"—
lose, because you think such ruin easy and because you understand
"Is it not an honor to be born where monsieur must have been and dance with the kitchen maids. If I would, I could not prasent
have
you to Bath society. I should have cartels from the fathers, brother- nothing far leg" of divinity. How could you know? You
bred
not the fiber. The heart of a lady is'a blank to you. You know nothe
"Yon scurvy footboy, you greasy_ barber, von cutthroat groom"— and lovers of every wench and madam in the place, even I. You
only to
would be thrust from Lady Malbourne's door five minutes after ,you ing of the vibration. There are ,same words that were made
tell of Lady Mary, for her alone--bellissima, divine, glorieuse!
entered it"
how I have watch' her! It is sad to me when I see her surround' by
"No, no, no l"
beaux—ha, ha l—
"Half the gentlemen in Bath have been here to play. They your ycelag captains, your nobles, your rattles, your
oh, jus' to watch her
would know you, wouldn't they, fool? You've had thousands out of and I non? 1101' far aloof. It is sad for me, but
with rapture
Bantison, Rakell, Guilford and Townbrake. They would have you and to wonder! Strange it is, but I have almos' cry out
it was, so tenlashed by the grooms as your ugly deserts are. You to speak to Lady at a look I have see' her give another man, so beautiful
lips. Ah, divine
Mary Cerlisle! 'Oa's blood! You Also, dolt, she would know you der, so daesling of the eyes and so mirthful of the
and even
if you escaped the others. She stood within a yard of you when Nash coquetry! A look for another, ah-i-me, for many others!
to you one day a rose., while I—I, monsieur, could not even be so
expelled you the pump room."
he blessed as to be the groun' beneath her little shoe! But tonight,
M. Beaucaire flushed slightly. "You think I did not see
monsieur—ha, ha I—tonight, monsieur, you and me, two princes, M.
asked.
Due de Chateaurien—ha, ha! Yon
"Do you dream that because Winterset introduces a low failow he le Due de Winterset and M. le
see? We are goin' arm in arm to that ball, and I am goin' have one
will be tolerated—that Bath will receive a barber ?"
I It is time. But ten minute'.
"I have the distinction to call monsieur's attention," replied the of those looks—I! And a rose!
monsieur. I make my apology to keep you waitin' so long while I
young man gayly,"I have renounce' that profession."
go in the nex' room and execute my poor mustachio—that will be my
"Fool!"
only murder for ju.s' this one eVening—and inves' myself in white
"I am now a man of honor!"
satin. Ha, ha! I shall be very gran', monsieur. Francois, send
"Faugh I"
for monsieur and ine. We
"A man of the parts," continued the young Frenchman, "and of Louis to me. Victor, to order two chairs
deportment. Is it not so? Have you seen me of a fluster or gross are goin' out in the won' tonight!"
(TO BE CONTINUED)
ever or, what shall I say—bourgeois? Shall you be shame' for your
guest' manner ? No, no! And my appearance, is it of the people!
Clearly no. Do I not compare in taste of anparel with your yo'r.g.
Englishman? • Ha, ha! To be hope'. Ha, ha! So I am goin' te:k
with Lady Mary Carlisle."
"Bah!" The duke made a savage burlesque. "'Lady Mary Carlisle, may I assume the honor of presenting the barber of the Marquis
19
So, is it ?"
de Mirepoix
"No, monsieur," smiled the young man. "Qeite not so. Ten
sharlshave nothing to worry you, nothing in the won'. I am goin' to
assassinate ray poor mustachio—also removg this horrible black
peruke and emerge in my own hair. Behol'!" He ssvept the heavy,
curled mass from his head as he spoke, and his hair, coiled under the
great wig, fell to his shoulders and sparkled yellow in the candle 11.11t-.
HERE'S THE REAL TEST
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young American must be good.
See how little I ask of you—how
"You mustachioe41 fool, there are
DIAMOND BRAND
o'nize 'M. Beaucaire' or 'Victor.' Ha, ha 'Tis all arrange'. You
Bath will speak to you"—
"No, monsieur, not on the parade; but how many come to play • have nothing to fear."
Shoes are built for real hard everysadbe
te
going
I'M
think
day service. They stand severest
"Curse you," said,the duke, "do you
with me here? Because I will play always, night or day, for what
use, which only a boy can give.
dled with you wherever I go as long as you choose i"
one will, for any long and al-ways fair, monsieur."
Every pair has honest value both
"A mistake. No. All I requir'—all I beg—is this one evening.
"You outrageous varlet! Every one knows you came to England
in material and workmanship.
monsieur."
need
listen
not
shall
will
fashion
I
of
Alter,
man
What
barber.
be
necessary.
shall
all
ambassador's
Look for the Diamond Brand.
'Tis
as the French
be"Take heed to yourself—after!" vouchsafed the Englishman
to you? Who will believe you ?"
TRYANCRIER MAIERft 1005 tiA.Stri
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I
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calculate',
not
I
have
think
you
Da
teeth.
his
monsieur.
tween
"All people,
"Conquered!" cried M. Beaucaire and clapped his hands
shal make a failure of my little enterprise ?"
"Conquered for the night! Aha, it is riz'nable! I shall meet w7:t
"Bah!"
"Will monsieur not reseat himself?" M. Beaucaire made a low you send—after. One cannot hope too much of your patience. It is
bow. "So. We must not be too tire' for Lady Mallaourne's rout. but natural you should attemp' a litffe avengement for the rascal trap
was such a wicked fellow as to set for you. I shall meet some
Ha, ha! And yen, Jean, Victor, and you ethers, retire. Go in the
hallway. Attend at the entrance, Francois. So. Now we shall talk. ttrange frien's of yours after tonight. Not so? I must try to be not
OF.
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7 For the boy
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Mica
Axle
Grease
Helps the Wagon up
the Hill
The load seems lighter—Wagon
and team wear longer—You make
more money,and have more time
to make money, when wheels are

That exactly Papresses it. Just as quickly
as you can stk the contents of one package of

Files a Report Thatl;ConWill Serve Unexpired Term.—Assersor Crenshaw

Banana Cream.
Peel fve large bananas,rub smooth with five
teaspoonfuls of sugar. Add one cup sweet
cream beaten to a stiff froth, then one package

Levy Remains Unchangta;ns Some Very Interesting Figures.—The Tax
ed.—Resolution Of Respect to Late

Member

Adopted

school fund and 75c for the general
(From Saturday's Dailv)
fund. The poll tax was fixed as usuAfter the regular business of the
• —The longest wearing and most
al $1.50 for colored and $3.00 for
board of council at the monthly
satisfactory lubricant in the world.
whites, the latter to be divided equmeeting last night had been comSTANDARD OIL CO.
ally between the school fund and the
Ineorporst.d
pleted, the position of councilman
fund.
general
from the Second ward was declared
ordered to be paid
accounts
The
to be vacant by the death of J. D.
showing an aggrethese
heavy,
were
Ware. Councilman Twinman then
includes the
This
arose and nominated J. B. Galbreath gate of $3,352.91.
semi-annual settlement with the
to fill out the unexpired term. The
ille Water company which
motion was promptly seconded and Hopkinsv
SUMMER FESTIVAL PERIOD INAU$2,200.
about
is
there being no other nominations,
The action of the committeee in
GURATED WITH MURDER
Mr. Galbreath was elected. Mr.
hook and ladder truck
Galbreath had, up untilithe election purchasing a
as almember of and hose and chemical wagoe was
The colored folks had a "festibul" in 1905, served ably
declined to allow ratified. These two wagons will cost
Saturday night at Dyer's chapel the council. but
used a,gisin as a can- about $2,500 but will be as complete
near Bennettstown. Only one per- his name to be
a candidate for the and fine as in any city. They will'arson was killed, and ono was wound- didate. He is
thpe.
Democratic nomination from his rive in a short
ed.
The following resolutions were
ward this time for the general elecDEAD.
adopted regarding the death of
tion.
James Terry, shot in heath
The council meeting last night was Councilman J. D. Ware:
WOUNDED.
"Whereas an allwise Providence
a busy one. The report of Assessor
James Dawson, shot in breast.
to remove from our
.M. F. Crenshaw was filed and ac- 1)as seen fit
The crowd was wending its way
Ware. a memcepted. The assessment shows a inidst James Dudley
homeward. James Dawson, aged 22,
therefore be it
property valuation of $3,540,995, ber of this body;
That this city council
:
Resolved
a notorious negro tough, waved a
which is quite a handsome increase. of Hopkinsville has lost a member
pistol and uttered threats. There
The report of the assessor also of sound business judgment, a man
was a scatteration, leaving James
showed that there were 1,282 white of unswerving loyalty to his party,
.Terry, aged 19, standing in the road
and his city and iii4 friends; fearless in
polls subject to taxation
e of his official duties,
Alone. Dawson used the boy as a 874
in- the discharg
This :shows an
colored.
word was as good
whose
man
a
and
Terry
wildly.
shot
he
target. Twice
whites and 100 as his bond.
300
about
of
crease
drew a pistol but in his fright fired
colored, a most convincing evidence •'Resolved: That we deplore his loss
twice in the ground. Dawson's third
d extend our sympathy to his
of the rapid growth of the city.
in their bereavement.
bullet penetrated the boy's brain,
family
The tax levy was fixed at the same "Resolved, That a copy of these resnd he fell dead. Later in the night,
•
figures as formerly, i. e., $1.50 on 0,
be spread upon the minutes
'talons
at a negro's house Dawson, in retaxable property, of this body, published in the city
of
worth
$100
each
morse, tried to commit suicide,
papers and a copy furnished to the
this being divided as follows: 25c
wounding himself slightly in the for the sinking fund, r.,0c to the family of the deceased."
breast.
Coroner Allensworth held an inquest. and the jury's opinion was
that the killing was wilful murder.
Dawson is at liberty.

of Lemon Jell-0 dissolved in one and one-half
•
cups of boiling water.
0...0.1. O...
Pour in mold or bowl
and when cold garnish
with candled cherries.
Serve witia whipped
cream.
Beautiful)/ illustrated recipe book free.
Address
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New Carpets, Rugs Mailings
and Linoleums, Large and well selected stock
to select from.
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WHETHER REBATE WAS

Respt.,

T. M. Jones.
Judge Evans Files Interesting Opinion

Points and Be
—Proposed Road Will Touch Many Important

Dark horses says the Louisville
Times are being groomed for most of
the minor offices on the Republican state ticket and several surprises are promised when the RepubliA new railroad will be built be- products mind it is thought that the
can state convention is :called to
n and Hopkinsville land owners will gladly give the
order by State Chairman R. P. Ernst, tween Henderso
Irving H. Wheattcroft right of way in most instances.
of Covington, at the Coliseum, Wed- if the plans of
Wheatcroft and a
F. Marion Baker, of Dixon, counnesday, June 19. Republican mass do not fail. Mr.
by
engineers headed
: sel for Mr. Wheatcroft, R. L. Jackconventions will be held Saturday to corps of civil
Madisonville, will son, wealthy land owner of the same
select delegates to the State conven- C.B. Seymour, of
morning at 7 place, and several others were in the
this
city
leave this
tion.
route for the party that arrived in this city during
a
survey
With the exception of the head of o'clock and
near the the day, Mr. Wheatcroft arriving
point
a
the ticket, few candidates have an- line beginning at
Union passenger station and run- Thursday evening at 8:30 o'clock.
nounced, but Republican leaders
Hopkinsville. There
At 9 o'clock a meeting was held in
admit that they art grooming dark fling direct to
line,
the
for
routes
offices of Lockett & Worsham,
the
probable
two
are
horses for several of the races.
counfarming
s for the Illinois'Central.
rich
attorney
the
Augustus E. Wilson is the leading one through
in
territory
Island
C. O. Rinsch, James M. 'Veltman,
candidate for governor, although the try in the Frog
Poole, passing A. Waller, B. G. Witt, Judge J. H.
names of Judge W. H. Holt and the county and to
Dixon and the Hart and C. E. Sugg, representing
Judge John W. Lewis are still be- within a few miles of
with the the Commercial club, were present,
ing mentioned. State Senator W. other running parallel
and ' also Judge J. W. Henson, F. M. BaCorydon
to
line
Central
Illionis
H. Cox, of Maysville, and Jerry
withsing
creek,pas
Dam
, ker and R. L. Jackson, of Dixon.
Beaver
Porter, of Paducah are mentioned up
to
on
and
Dixie
of
It is certain that Henderson will be
for lieutenant governor, although in half a mile
greatly benefited by the proposed
some dark horse may nose either of Poole and to Dixon.
repre-1
railroad, which would not only inMr. Wheatcroft stated to a
them out at the finish.
last night crease the local market for products
The names of Judge H. C. Faulk- sent,ative of the Gleaner
rail- of the farms, but facilitate traitsproposed
the
of
course
the
that
ner, of Barbourville; Judge James
upon
.
greatly
depend
would
I portation for passengers that would
Breathitt, of Hopk insville; Marshall road
the
with
route
a
desired
he
greatly benefit the business interests
Bullitt, of Louisville, and Judge A. grades.as
saygreat
the
of the city. Mr. Wheatcroft has
J. Keith, of Maysville. are mention- best grade because of
ion.
ing in tip expense of construct
I built two roads in Kentucky in the
ed for attorney general.
over
go
will
party
ing
engineer
The
past few years. The West Kentucky
Among those besides dark horses
e
Louisvill
the
along
territory
was built by him and then sold
&Iline
who may be candidates for auditor the
seen
already
having
line,
e
to the Illinois Central. Then he
are, W. H. Cox, C. M. Barnett, W. Nashvill
about
Corydon
by
t built the Kentucky Valley, of which
W. Byrley,of Barbourville, and Will the probable route
he is now president.
T. Davis, of Pineville. Stanley a year ago.
line
proposed
the
of
direction
The
Mr. Wheatcroft built the West
Milward, of Lexington, is considerinble
considera
of
matter
a
be
y and developed the coal
will
Kentuck
ed the leading candidates for state
territory
in
living
persons
to
lands along the route, founding the
treasurer, Othough the name of terest
raila
by
d
benefitte
be
town of Wheatcroft, which now has
Capt. Farle, of Paducah, is also that might
road.
one of the biggest collieries in the
mentioned.
and a population of several
to
a
as
state
decision
ft's
Mr. Wheatcro
Dr. Ben L. Bruner, of Hart counHe built a palatial resthundred.
extent
great
ty, is the leading candidate for sec- route will depend to a
ft but is now livWheatcro
at
retary of state, and will probably upon the attitude of the land owners deuce
ce.
have no opposition in his race. The relative to a right of way. If the far- Mg at Providen
two candidates for superintendent mers along one of the proposedilines Mr. Seymour, the engineer in
of public instruction are Prof. John are liberal enough in grantinga right chief, has a wide reputation. He
G. Crabbe, of Ashland, and Prof. J. of way they will get thelrailroad aud surveyed the route of the Louisville
and Nashville when it was built unS. Stapp, of Columbia. M. C.Rank- that will govern the matter.
The preliminary survey has been der another name shortly after the
in, of Henry county, is an announced candidate for commissioner of abo4 completed through Hopkins Civil war.
Mr. Wheatcroft states that the
agriculture, and other names spok- county and in other territory to be
of the proposed enterprise
success
en of in this connection are C. M. touc4ed except in Henderson and depends wholly upon whether the
Hanna, of Shelby county, and B. W. Webster counties. The line will people want It, and whether they
cross the L. & N. either at Nebo or offer reasonable inducements.
Clark, of Barbourville.
Henry House, of Painville, has at Manston and the I. C. at either
It is only a preliminary survey
le.
canCarbonda
or
probable
the
as
Crabtree
d
Dawson,
suggeste
been
that will be made at present, and
The new railroad, provided it is the survey for grades will be made
didate for clerk of the Court of Apbuilt, will bring about development after the route is decided upon.—
peals.
Republicans in the westera part of of;the rich coal region through which Henderson Gleaner.
the state are discussing the advis- it will run, regardless of whether it
ter-seies-oes-P-s-•-•-•••••••-•-s-se-e-s-•-•*•44
ability of putting out a candidate for will touch the territory along the
in
that
or
e
McD.
against
oner
Nashvill
commissi
and
e
Louisvill
railroad
Dr. Edwards, specialist eye,
Arguson, to keep up the party this county along the Illinois Central
ear, nose and throat. Test made
organization, and the names of Hol- to Corydon.
free of charge for glasses. PicThere are fine veins of coal in nearly Anderson and Jerry Porter have
nix bldg.Main St.,Hopkinsville.
been mentioned in this connection.
ly every section of this county.
4444.4
W. 0. Wadley and John W. YerIt will enhance the value of farm"
My5.tmer,„-zsrai
easd
as
afford
chairmen
and
suggeste
route
kes have been
lands along the
fiat*
state convention.
nittcset.st wh2t,
ier and better markets for farmers'
orb
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Carpets!

GRANTED OR NOT.

and Corps of Civil Engineers
Preliminary Survey is Started by Mr. Wheatcroft

Of Great Benefit To This Region,

Carpets!

Trunks, Suit Cases and Hand Bags

Places
Sur-

I

CAUSE Of ACTION

•

For

It will be to your interest
to see my line before buying.

The Genesee Pure Food Co., Le Roy., Is. V.

MORE ABOUT NEW RAILROAD FROM
LE
NSVIL
HOPKI
TO
N
ERSO
HEND
GROOM DARK HORSES
Are Looming Up.—Several

Net Muslin Underwear

into a pint of boiling water, you will have prepared a dessert which will surprise and delight
all who taste it. When it has become cold it
will jellify and be ready to eat. For a more
elaborate dessert try the following:

Mica Axle Grease

Many Candidates

Ladies and Gents

THE DAINTY DESSERT

FIRST OF SEASON

trik.

VIIMINNIIMIfto•WW.mar

CITY HUNCH_ ELECTED M. GALBREATH
TO FILL VACANCY IN THE SECOND WARD Jell-0

greased with

-

THREE.
....•••••••••....row.mama •••••••••er•••01NOMMIIMIMIIID.

.
-

Quick as a Wink

•
,
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in Insurance ,Case Resulting

Mr. Dalton's

Main Stree!

From

Hopkinsville, Ky

Death.

•••••••••••••••••••e•••

••••••••
Judge Evans has handed down his
•
•
opinion in the case of Mrs. Cora •
W. T. Tandy, Cashier.
0
E. B. Long, President.
B. Dalton against the Interstate Assurance company,overruling several
demurrers to the pleadings of the
plaintiff. The opinion is not final,
but the court holds that the plaintiff
•
Capital, $60,000.00
has a cause of action on the state of
•
•
facts presented.
Surplus,:$70,000.00
•
•
The suit was brought to enforce 0 This Bank ranks among the first in the whole state of Kentucky
40
payment of a policy of $10,000 on the
n
to
capital.
of
in
surplus
proportio
•
life of H. M. Dalton, who was killed •
•
In SURPLUS There is STRENGTH
by the discharge of a pistol in the
•
•
ille,
Hopkinsv
in
Elks' club rooms
We invite your account as a safe depository for your funds. •
in May of last year. The chief point • Deposit your valuable papers in our vault—safe from fire and
burglars.
of defense was that the insured had
not paid the first premium, but that
iik
he had been granted a rebate by the •
Evans
Judge
.
agent of the company
holds that, even if he were granted
•••••••••••••••••••••••
a rebate, this does not invalidate the ••••••••
policy. Another point raised by the
demurrer was that Dalton was earryinga pistol in violation of the law.
Judge Evans holds that this point
may be material, in the event it is
finally shown that the pistol was
carried coucealed. Dalton was handing the pisol to the janitor of the
(Incorporated)
club when, it is alleged, the weapon
$100,000.00
^APITAL
was accidentally discharged.-Owens.
35,000.00
r.
S
boro Messenge
SURPLU

1_ CITY BANK I
0

t.

•

0

•

•

3 Per Cent, Interest on Time Deposits Iw1
.
0
•

Bank of Hopkinsville

4.111.-•-•11111.

Chat

About People
and Th:ngs

We Extend a Cordial Invitation to the Public to
Calland Inspect Our New Quarters,
Corner Seventh and Main
•

../.1k..0..•••••••••
,

Mrs. B. Gordon Nelson entertain
ed delightfully at cards .Saturday

honor ot Miss Kate
Manson. One apartment- was beautifully decorated with crho-om ramblers and the other with daisies.
There was an interesting series of
games, and attractive prizes were
awarded to Miss Manson, Mrs. Austin Bell, Mrs. J. D. Morris and Miss
Bettie Lee Smith.

afternoon in

Our equipment is thorough, modern and efficient.
Our faithful and untiring service is at the command of every customer.
We furnkh our customers safety deposit boxes for valuables.
We pay 3 per cent interest on time certificates of deposit.

J. E. McPherson, Cashier.
Henry C. Cant, Pres.
H. L. McPherson, Asst. Cashier.
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PERSONALS.

S. R. Boyd and Jno Wicks have
gone to Pembroke for several days.

Ben 0. McReynolds has issued inS. J. Samuel and son, Monroe. of
vitations to an entertainment which
(From Monday's Daily
Knoxville, are in the city. Monroe
he will give Tuesday evening at the
night
last
left
Ferrell
Prof. C. C.
will remain here several weeks visithandsome country home of his par- for Oxford, Miss., after a visit to his Malcolm Frankel.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. 1'. J. McRey- parents.
Robt. J. Johnson, of Middletown,
nolds.
Mr. and Mrs H. A. Hardison, of Is in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Bassett
Nashville, and Mrs. James H. Ware,
Dr. Millard A. Jenkens began Sun- of Middlesboro, are visiting Judge and children, of Nashville, who are
day night his
here to spend the summer are at
W. P. Winfree's family.
series of serFrank Hoge has returned from a Mrs. Quickes.
mons on his
protracted business trip in the north.
Paul Winn left today for a two
recent trip to
On the night of June 6 at the home weeks' trip in Louisiana and Missthe Holy land
of Rev. and Mrs. W. A. Cleveland, issippi in the interest of the Troendle
his subject beCarterville Ga., a little stranger was Coal Co.
ing "Madeira
welcomed into the family circle of
Misses Ettie Bruff and S allie A.
—A Haven of
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Johnson form- Faulkner, who have been attending
Rest," before
erally of Herndon, Ky. Miss Patty school in Bowling Green returned
a very large
Henry Johnson is the youngest home Saturday.
and deeply ingranddaughter of Mts. M. D. Sypert
Edgar Major, a graduate of the
terested audiand bears her grandmother's pet bookkeeping department of Lockence. His submaiden name.
year's Business college left Saturday
jectnext SunGates, wife of Dr. E. for Earlington where he has acceptFannie
Mrs.
day night will
L. Gates. of Herndon, who has been ed a clerical position with the L. Ct
be "Gilbraltar
visiting relatives the faintly of Muh- N. Railroad.
—Our Rock and Our Fortress."
lenburg County Clerk F. H. Lewis,
Capt. J. W. Stone, County Atin Greenville, returned home Satur- torney Walter Krone and Sheriff"
The Kentucky State : College has day afternoon.
John L. Smith, who is a candidate
conferred the degree of Master o
Ivy L. Rowe, for several years a for representative, all from Lyon
Arts on Congressman Owsley Stancounty, and L. H. James, of Marion,
ley, the formal announcement reads business man of this city, but now father of Congressman 011ie James,
Mer- are here today arguing an attnchas follows:" Upon:a fornwr student of manager of the Kirkmansville
Todd
by
d
organize
Co.,
chantile
ment case before Circuit Judge
State college, whom she regards as
one of her illustrious sons, who has county farmers, is quite ill at his Cook.
attained high distinction at the bar home in Kirkmansville.
and who worthily upholds the tradiMrs. W. A. Cantrell ha,s returned
tional prestige of his native suite in from
a Weeks' stay at Sebree
the National Legislature as an able Springs.
public
and fearless advocate of
GRADYVILLE, Ky., June 10.—
Mack Roales, Jr., has returned
measures, clean an•.1 whelesome and
Surviving citizens of this place which
n where he has been
just, Augustus Owsley Stanley, the faim Lexingto
was almost wiped out by a clouds
student cit State college.
honorary degree of Master of Arts is a
burst, spent Sunday

TWENTY-ONE DEAD

searching for

- Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Roach, after
a week's stay, left this morning for
Hopkinsville. The colonel had a
John B. Gaines, the Vf t.-ran newsthirteen days' fish all by his lonely,
paperman,has announced infuse': a*
at White Oak. He brought back
a candidate for the Democratic nomarksination for the Kentucky senate for the head of a 4,4-1b. Bass.—Cl
Leaf-Chronicle.
ville
the Bowling Greer district

conferred."

bodies of fhe dead, and all have
been recovered but three. The total.
list of dead remain at twenty-one.
Those missing are: Mrs. L. C. Nell
and child and the baby of Mrs. Adel-,
Williams. Dr.- Nell, who was r
ported drowned, escaped.
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BE HELD IN KENTUCKY

CAN EDITOR.

THIS YEAR.

Capt. Clark Announces 1 hat He Is In
The Race For Nomination For

A lnouncement of Dates Is Made By

Representative.

be Held in Western Kentucky.

(From Saturday's Daily)
The plum of representing Christian
county in the legislature must be
much jucier this time than usual,
especially to Republicans, for there
seems to be a desire on the part of
several leading members of that
party to land the nomination. James
F. Rogers has been an announced
candidate for some time, there is a
strong feeling in favor of R. A. Cook
althought he has not announced. and
in this morning's issue of the Hopkinsville Messenger, Editor E.„W.
Clark added his name to the list. In
his card of announcement Capt.
Clark stated that he had been importuned by a number of his friends
to offer himself and believing it to be
his duty he acquiesed. There are
still other rumors floating about as
to other probable candidates and the
race for the Republican nomination
for this office which has heretofore
been given to almost any one who
would take it, promises to be one of
the features of the political situation.

Announcement is made by Secretary R. E. Hughes, of the Kentucky
State Fair, that the following list of
forty-four fairs to be held in this
state during 1907 is the most complete which has been compiled in
several years:
Crab Orchard, July 10-12; Stanfor, July 17-19; Henderson, July
23-27; Lancaster, July 24-26; Madisonville, July 30-August 3; Danville,
July 31- August 2; Cynthiana, July
31- August 3;11 Harrodsburg, August
6-9; Georgetown, August 6 9; Uniontown, A nigust 6-10; Lexington„ August 12-17; Burkesville, August 1316; Fern Creek, August 13-16; Brodhead, August 14-16; Vanceburg, August 14-17; PAnbroke, August lb17; Columbia, August 20-23; Lawrenceburg, August 20-23; Erlanger,
August 21-24; Elizabethtown,August
27-29; Nicholasville, August 27-29;
London, August 27-30; Shelbyville,
August 27-30; Florence, August 2831; Germantown, August 28-31;
Springfield, August 28-31; Somerset,
September 3-6; Paris,September 3-7;
Hardinsburg,September 3-6;Alexandria, September 4-7; Hod geville,
September 10-12; Monticello, September 10-13; Glasgow, September
11-14; Hartford, September 11-14;
Guthrie, September 12-14; Kentucky
State Fair, Louisville, September
16-21; Sebree, Septerr her 18-21; Falmouth, September 25-28; Mayfield
October 1-5; Mt. Olivet, October 3-5;
Bardwell, October 15-16.

VSecretary Hughes.-Several Will

New York that he would be willing
to be a presidential candidate in 1908
if the party nominated him, created
much interest here. Mr. Knox's
announcement was communicated
to the president, who read what the
senator had to say, but made no
comment.
Senator Foraker said:
"I am not surprised, and am glad
to hear it. Senator Knox is a very
able and worthy man."
Secretary Taft, when informed of
VII
WASHINGTON, June 8.-The an- the statement of Mr. Knox. had
The girl is the mother of the wom- nouncement of Senator Knox in nothing to say.
an just as "the boy is the father of
the man." The period when the
womanly functions begin is one to
be carefully watched and considered. Tr/regularity or derangement at
this time may be promptly met and And Leading Fairview Farmer Fell in House Near Pee Dee Struck and Set
On Fire
cured by the use of Dr. Pierce's FaWith
Love
Her.
neglected
vorite Prescription. But
Lightning struck and set fire to a
at this critical period may entail
house on the Jim Dillon
tenement
years of future suffering. "Favorite
The Todd County Times says:
is now owned by Jack
which
Prescription" acts directly upon the
place,
Mr. Mills R. Tandy, a lEading farperfect
them
giving
organs
Dee, this morning
Pee
near
womanly
mer of near Fairview, and Miss Nance
reIt
vitality.
vigor and abundant
Vera Potter. a splendid young wom- at an early hour and the structure
moves the obstructions of health an of Nashville, were married in was entirely consumed. There was
and happiness, and delivers woman- that city Monday afternoon. Mr. no one living in the house. The loss
hood from the cruel bondage of "fe- and Mrs. Tandy became acquainted will amount to $200 or $300.
male weakness."
about 18 months ago, when, in the
The Magic No, 3.
Well recognized authorities of all capacity of her profession as a trainschools of medicine have nothing ed nurse, she was called to attend
Number three is a wonderful masbut prais for the ingredients of Dr. the bedside of a child of Mr. Tan- cot for Geo. H. Parris, of Cedar
Grove, Me., according to a letter
Pierce's F vorite Prescription. Send dy's.
which reads. "After suffering much
to Dr. R. \. Pierce at Buffalo, N.Y.,
After the ceremony Mr. and Mrs. with liver and kidney trouble, and
for free booklet giving ingredients Tandy ileft for their home near Fair- becoming greatly discouraeed by
tried
and what medical authorities say view, *here they are receiving Lir the failure to find relief,
am
I
aresqlt
as
and
Bitters,
Eleitric
-medicine
about them. Not a patent
congratulations and best wishes of ft well rnan to-day. The first bettle
but a "Favorite Prescription" of Dr. their friends.
I relieved and three bottles completed
Pierce-who makes the diseases of
the cure." Guaranteed best on earth
women his specialty. It has forty
stomach, liver and kidney troubfor
He Fired the Stick.
by Cook & Higgins and Cook's
les,
it.
back
to
cures
years of
"I have fired the walking stick Pharmacy. Price 50 cents.
I've carried over 40 years, on account of a sore that resisted every
kind of treatment, until I tried
SUMMER NNEATHER.
Bucklen's Arnica Salve; that has
healed the sore and made me a happy man," writes John Garrett. of Hopkinsville Concern Ships a Car
Here are Weather Prophet Devoe's North Mills, N. C. Guaranteed for
Load Of Lumber.
predictions for the entire summer, Piles, Burns, etc., by Cook & Higwhich he says will be cool up to gins and Cook's Pharmacy. Price
July 10, then roasting hot until af- 25 cents.
The Dering & Frank Lumber comter September 15.
pany shipped yesterday a car load
June 8-Thunderstorms, followed
of oak and black walnut lumber to
by falling temperature.
San Francisco Cal.
June 9 to 12-Coldest summer
weather for many years in June, but
For scratches, burns, cuts, insect
too cloudy for frost, though almost
Kidney trouble preys upon the mind. bites and the many little hurts comcold enough for snow.
discourages and lessensambition; beauty, mon to every family, DeWitt's CarJune 13 to 15-Pleasant.
vigor and cheerful- bolized Witch Hazel Salve is the
ness soon disappear best remedy. It is soothing, coolJune 16-Warm,showery.
when the kidneys are ing, clean and healing. Be sure to
June 18 to 22-Pleasant.
out of order or dis- ! get DeWitt's. Sold by R. C. HardJune 23-Warm and showery.
wick.
eased.
June 24-Heavy thunderstorms.
Kidney trouble has
become so prevalent
June 25 to 27-Very cold for sumit is not uncomthat
mer.
mon for a child to
July will come in cool and stay so
born afflicted with
for several days.
weak kidneys. If the The Aches and Pains Will Disappear if
if the urine scalds
often,
too
urinates
child
Fourth"-Cool.
"The
the Advice of this opkinsvil le
child reaches an
the
when
if,
or
flesh,
the
July 6-Thunderstorms.
Citizen is Followed.
age when it should be able to control the
July 7 to 10-Very cold for that passage, it is yet afflicted with bed-wettime of the year.
ting, depend upon it, the cause of the diffiA woman's back has many aches
July 11 and through the summer- culty is kidney trouble, and the first
of
treatment
the
towards
be
should
and pains.
step
Very hot
these important organs. This unpleasant
Most times 'tis the kidneys' fault.
All crops will be late.
trouble is due to a diseased condition of
Backache is really kidney ache.
the kidneys and bladder and not to a
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that nabit as most people suppose.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills
Women as well as men are made miser- cure it.
Contain Mercury,
able with kidney and bladder trouble,
Many Hopkinsville women know
as mercury will surely destroy the and both need the same great .remedy.
sense of smell and completely de- The mild and the immediate effect of this.
raiage the whole system when enter- Swamp-Root is soon realized. It is sold
Read what one has to say:
ing it through the mucous surfaces. by druggists, in fiftyMrs. Jno. Coombs, 1226 South VirSuch'articles should never be used cent and one-dollar
street, Hopkinsville, Ky.,says:
ginia
except on prescriptions from reput- size bottles. You may
a great many years I suffered
"For
the
they
as
damage
able physicians,
have a sample bottle
will do is ten fold to the good you by mail free, also a Homo of SN% arcp-Root. from a persistent aching across my
can possibly derive from them. pamphlet telling all about Swamp-Root, loins and through the kidneys. At
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured including many of the thousands of testiby F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, 0., monial letters received from sufferers times my back was so bad I could
contains no mercury, and is taken cured. In writing Dr. Kilmer 8.z. Co., hardly turn in bed; I could not lie
internally, acting directly upon the Binghamton, N.Y., be sure and mention on my back without putting my
blood and mucous surfaces of the this paper. Don't make any mistake. hand under it, for in this way it
system. In buying Hall's Catarrh but remember the name, Swamp-Root,
the pain. A friend
Cure be sure you get the genuine. Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, and the ad- seemed to relieve
It is taken internally and made in dress,'9Binghamton, N. Y., on every of Mr. Coombs told him about
Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. bottle.
Doan's Kidney Pills and he got a
Testimonials free,
box for me at L. A. Johnson's &
Sold by Druggists. Price, 75c. per
Bert Barber, of Elton, Wis., says: Co's. drug store. On using them, I
bottle.
"I have only taken four doses of
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- your Kidney and Bladder Pills and steadily improved until:the dreadful
stipation.
they have done for me more than aching was relieved and I could atany other medicine has ever done. tend to my household duties without
All stomach troubles are quickly I am still taking the pills as I want inconvenience. Doan's Kidney Pills
relieved by taking a little Kodol af- a perfect ture." Mr. Barber refers
ter each meal. Kodol goes directly to DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder did more for me than any other medto the sat of the trouble, strength- Pills, which are unequaled for back- eine I ever used, and I heartily
ens the digestive organs, supplies ache, weak kidneys, inflammation recommend them."
the natural digestive juices and di- of the bladder and all urinary trouFor sale by all dealers. Price, 50c.
gests what you eat. It is a simple, bles. A week's treatment for 25c.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,
clean, pure, harmless remedy. Don't Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
little
Take
a
stomach.
your
neglect
sole agents for the United States.
Kodol after each meal and see how
Remember the name-Doan's-and
f good it makes you feel. Money back
no other.
take
V 44, Oats
lif it fail.. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
NEW YORK, June 8.-United
States Senator Philander C. Knox,
of Pensylvania, announced his willingness to become a candidate for
presidency in 1908 should the Republican party see fit to nominate him.
Senator Knox's position was made
known in expressing his appreciation
of the action today of the Republican State Convention at Harrisburg,
which indorsed him for that office.

NURSED HIS CHILD

46

FORTY-FOUR FAIRS
WILL

HAS BEEN HEARD BY A REPUBLI-

•

LIGHTNING

•

June Records now on sale for the
Columbia. Victor and Edison Talking Machines.
Call at the Graph ophone Store and
hear them played.
At the Phoenix building, Ninth
street, Hopkinsville, Ky. C. E.
West, Jr., manager.
• Cumb. Phone. 743-1.
Home Phone, 1566.
Residence, Cuinb. 897.
Graphophones sold for cash or on
easy payment plan.

4

Remarkable Rescue.
That truth is stanger than fiction,
has once more been demonstrated in
the little town of Fedora, Tenn., the
TO THE PUBLIC. I HAVE OPENED UP A
residence of C. V. Pepper. He
writes: "I was in bed, entirely disabled with hemorrhages of the lungs
and throat. Doctors failed to help
me, and all hope had fled. when I be- On Ninth street, in rear of First National Bank, and am well
equipped for
gan taking Dr. King's New Discov- doing all kinds of Sheet Metal Work. All repairing done
promptly. I
ery. Then instant relief came. The
carry in stock a full line of Sheet Metal Building Materials.
coughing ceased; the bleeding diTin Roofing
Galvanized Iron Valley
minished rapidly, and in three weeks
64
6
4
Valley
Gutter
I was
to go to work." Guaran44
46
"
Shingles
Ridge Roll
teed cure for coughs and colds. 50c.
44
44
" Flashing
Flue Stacks
and $1.00 at Cook & Higgins, and
Rain Walter Filter
Stove Pipes
Cooks Pharmacy. Trial bottle free.
Roof Paints and Oils
Cistern Pumps

NOTICE

FIRST CLASS TIN SHOP

I solicit your patrooage and will show my appreciation by giving you
prompt serv'ee and good workmanship at reasonable pricCb.
Cumb Phone, Shop 270 tr-4
Claude P. Johnson_
t•
Home 779
Manager.;.
Ninth St„ rear First Nat. Bank.

Beano ths
::igns'cast•

V. Johnson

TO FAR WEST

Women as Well as Men Are Made
Miserable by Kidney and
Bladder Trouble.

A WOMAN'S BACK.

ledoi Dyspepsia Cure
•.:Aiae.,,t. what
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OUR C0141PETI ORS SAY WE ARE
SELLING GOODS AT BELOW COST.

• Haven't you heard this?
Though man a thin'. ing being is defined,
Few use the grand prerogative of mind;
411)
How few think justly of the thinking few,
How many never think who think they do.
—Jane Taylor.

410

•

Jane evidently dot her thinker doind when she wrote, that
verse. Do you use your thinker when you are about to buy a

BINDER, MOWER, RAKE, TEDDER
111•111•1111

•EIM.0

TWINE, ETC., ETC.,
11111111.110011/11.11•11.110li.

.1=iM1=111M111

We handle all these things, also Haying Tools of all kinds. The largest stock of Buggies, Carriages and Harness in the city. Hartman
Cultivators and Malleable Ranges.

See Our Stock of Refrigerators and Cream
Freezers Before Buying.

0000000110001110

CALL OF POLITICS

001110011100114.411100

a

KNOX HAS ANNOUNCED WILLINGNESS
TO BE THE REPUBLICAN NOMINEE

We Can Save You Money if You Will Let Us.
a••.

•M=0•1111

Planters Hard ware Co.•
(Incorporated. )

0011011/01100900 0001111000011,000
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Be Wise! Be Wise

I3e Happy! Be Happy!

YOur Tobacco On Abanattly's Loosc Floor

4.

Close up the year's business. It will cost you 25 per 100 pounds to sell on the Loose Floor.
What does it cost you to sell elsewhere? And? And? And?

hts, Highest Prices, Cash Peturns, No Hereafter,
esults on Loose Floor: Correct Weig
REST! REST! REST! READY FOR NEW CROP!
CROPS CLOSED OUT!

-

WHEATCROFT AND CORPS OF
T
PRESIDEN
DOSE OF LAUDANUM

ENGINEERS 10 00 OVER PROPOSED 9001E OF
RAILROAD FROM THIS CITY TO "HENDERSON.

!CAUSES DEATH OF CURTiS H.
SKERRITT.

I

PEMBROKE POINTS
ITErsiis OF INT„EsTTAKEN FROM

For Emergencies at Home
For the Stock on the Farm

THE JOURNAL.
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will go over the,
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of
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!Had Taken Drug
Horse Fair.—Work Progressing
derstood the Illinois Central is back of him. They propose touching
Trouble —Had Many Friends
Nicely On Salubria Hotel.
!
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In This City.
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women,
threatIn the washbowl now and
portunity of Protestantism in Italy. The shooting
LAND SURVEYS—We make sur- were out in large crowds and served
in a few days. Treats the
ion
then,
12. Crossing the Alps—Overcom- ening of men, the deitruction of to- veys of farms, and maps, showing the voters with sandwiches and cofskin while you wash. Opens and
a fine complexion.
Means
wareof
and
the
burning
crops
and
pore.
bacco
Cleanses
I
every
young
purifies
to
call
(A
•
.
ing Difficulties
all division fences, roads,„ water fee. The saloons will continue busiyou look young again.
Makes
beautifies. Refines the skin. Is
houses are some of the methods re- courses, houses, barns, etc., and ex- ness until next May.
men).
107
soothing.
and
pure
antiseptie,
13. Reflections From the Tomb of sorted to by the terrorists of Western act number of acres in each field.
FREE! ttyon have never used 'ALMO" we will send .you a
to prevent the exercise of Old or indefinite property lines
Napoleon—God in the Destiny of Kentucky
full sizeThIlar bottle FREE upon receipt of this advertisement and
reasonable
are
prices
Our
af- found.
individual will. Suas a state
six two cent stamps to pay postage and full particuMen and Nations.
of the
accuracy
absolute
the
and
only morally outragecus,
not
is
fairs
he
Bottghl
AlnyS
the
Martyrs—T
Have
of
You
Cry
Kilid
— ,,Tta
14. The
. Meacham Con- Beare the
legally reprehensible. If Judge work is guaranteed
rgit Verses.k\'., CHICAGO-, ILL.
Ligh t ThatS hines'Round the World. but
St.,
Main
S.
307
egnature
(Inc.)
Co.,
struction
it,
can
end
and his grand jury
15. A Visit to Sp argeon's Taber- Cook
as Christian county is con- Hopkinsville, Ky.
far
as
nacle—Lessons From the Life of the

Price 25c 50c es $ 1.00

COOK
BOB
NAME
MAY

Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Boston, Mass.

•••

L

M. H. McGrew, I
•
•
•
General
Machinist
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Mill Supplies

Everything Guaranteed.

Sermons On
Foreign Travel 1

up
•

L

Why Rent a Farm?

•

•

•
•
•

BOWLING GREEN DRY

•
•
•
•
•
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PECIAL

's.

ALE!

1-J°1-eiZI-47;
13IG 1
TO EVERY ONE WHO PURCHASES Lk VEHICLE OF ANY KIND FROM US.
and Run-a-bouts, v‘hich, added to our already large stock, makes it the most complete and up-toWe have just received two car loads of Buggies, Phaetons, Surreys
our Special Buddy Prize Sale we are going to give you your choice of the following valuable prizes
date line in the county' In order to induce you to buy during

One Mogul Lawn Swing
Manufactured by us. It is the best and
most comfortable swing on the market.
See swing set up in our implement store.

One Set 1847 Rogers Bros
Knives and forks. No comment of ours
is necessary in regards to these items.
Everybody knows they are the best sold

1 46-Piece Tea Set

One Gilletts Safety Razor
Gentle en who use them recommend
ighly for saving time and for
them
giving a first class shave.

High Grade Lawn Mower
This is a good cutter, ball bearing, easy
running and guaranteed to do firstclass work.

Containing 6 teas and saucers,
6-7-inch plates,6-5-inch plates,
6 fruit saucers, 6 individual
butters, 1 12-inch platter, 1
sugar bowl, 1 cream, 1 covered butter. 1 sauce bowl, I
pickle dish, 1 bowl. To be selected from any of Our English decorated patterns. This
is a magnificent offer.

Iver Johnson Revolver

32 orP8 Caliber standard make and accurate shooter.

500 patterns from which to make your
selection. YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO
MISS THIS LIBERAL OFFER.

One Boy's Riding Saddle
Well :made and of good quality.

• A Handsome 8-Day Clock
Guaranteed to be a first-class time
keeper and will be an ornament to any
room.

One Stevens 22 Cal. Rifle
ood Value

These Prizes Ate Actual Gifts to You.

Look for Yourself and Be Your Own Judge

Our Buggies are marked in plain figures and are
as LOW AS THE LOWEST

We handle the BEST PRODUCTS on the market
and carry a good line of cheaper vehicles.

Sale Commences on Monday, June 17th

Sale Commences on Monday, June 17th

NOTICE IS RECENED

LOCUSTS ARE HERE(

CERULEAN CHRONICLES. )
R. Cook Thorn arrived home last
Wednesday evening from GeorgetownKy., where he has been attending school for several months.
OF COUNTY'S PRO RATA OF TAX
VANGUARD HAS ALREADY REACH- Dr. J. G. White and wife have gone
ASSESSMENT.
to Alabama for two or three weeks
CONTY
ED CHRISTIAN
visit. Mr. Lee Allgood a nephew of
Dr. White who has been visiting
here about a month returned to his% Pays Large Sum Annually Into the
home at Piedmont Alabama.
Treasury.—Big increase in KenFailed to Read Scientists Report That
Mrs. J. S. White arrived home
tucky This Year.
They Would not Come Here.—What
Saturday after ten days visit to her
•
brother I. H. Shiffer at Erin Tenn.
To Do.
Miss Lora Goodwin, Lucile Good,
•
Bertha Burgett, Woodson
win,
I
The total valuation of real and
Trimer and Anna Rawls and Mr. personal property in Kentucky, ma
he locusts are here. The visitas Marvin Rawls arrived home Satur-1 equalized for taxation by the State
ti n of the southern thirteen-year day from Bowling Green, where I Board of Equalization, which has
biood to Western Kentucky is in they spent several months in school I filed its report with Auditor Hager,
progress.
qnalifying themselves as school l is $717,982,913. an increase over ttie
neighGLacey
'Farmers from the
teachers.
assessment of last year of $39,840.995. i
brhood and other west Christian
Mis. es Irma and Docie Goodwin On the equalized assessment the 1
report that there are count- arrived home last week from state will collect in taxes the sum of
less thousands of the insects in the Straight Creek where Miss Irma has $3.589,014.55, as against $3,390.209.60
for the past ten
•
4nguard of the brood that lia.s conducted a school
for 1906, an increase of 81994194.95.
months.
sitrooped down on the county in the
.
Christian county is among the 1
Mr.and Mrs. T. 0. Trim,,,r arrived
labst day or two.
tax paying counties and the
largest
recently issued by home rida.s, evening after about lz tax payers this year will put$51,573.circular
the
In
.1
days visit at the Confederate reunion
the bureau of entomology it was at Richmond, a visit to Jamestown, 05 in the state treasury.
stated that the counties to be visited Washington and several other points
County Clerk Gabe Campbell has
ails sumnjr by the locusts would be of interest,
received from th( state auditoi's ofCarlisle, raves, Lyon, McCracken
!flce a statement of the assessed A-MKELLY KERNELS.
aud Marshall. Evidently the locusts
uation of the property of Christian
*led to read the report for they
county, the total being $10,314.610.
litsvit struck Christian, and the inQuite a large crowd from here at- This is divided as follows: Ian( ‘, *5,&cations are that every part of the tended the basket meeting at Ford's 334,025; town lots, $2.505,710; personcounty will be made sadly aware of chapel Sunday, arnotig them Misses alt subjectto equalization, $1,52S.-.
their presence.
370; personalty not subject to equa_li1Laura Boyd and Rosa Walker.
When the locusts appear in great
zation, $914,605.
Miss Ethel Bobbitt visited in Earnumbers they naturally Cause conOf the total of $717,932,913 equalizsiderable alarm and arouse fears for lington last week.
el assessment, $399,715,551 represents
the safety of shade trees and orMrs. Walt3r Co )1) is visiting in farm lands, as against an assessment
chards. The bureau of entomology the Barnes neighborhood this week. of $292,231,812 in 1906, $242,457,012 repsays, however, that the actual damMrs. Lindsay Spurlin visited her resents city lots, as against $219,891,age is usually slight, except in the
mother. Mrs. Davenport Saturday 018 last y.ear; $93,244,778 represents
personal property subject to equalepee of newly planted orchards, and and Sunday.
ization, as against $92,680,337 last
even here by vigorous pruning back
Mrs. Mattfe Boyd and son, of Hop- year, and $82,565,572 represents perafter the locust has disappeared,
rduch of the injury caused by egg kinsville, spent Saturday and Sun- sonalty not subject to equalization,
day with her sister, Mrs. J. C. John- as against $73,238,751 for last year.
punctures can be obviated,
son.
substances,
Of the total raise of$39,940,9015,the
Ordinary repellant
such as kerosene emulsion or carMr. F. W. Owen, one of our oldest sessors and county boards of supervisors raised $36.385.255. The state
bolic acid 'solutions, seen to have citizens, is very ill at this writing,
board of equalization raised $3,255.wry little effect in preventing the
-MINERVA ANN. 240. The
raises by' the state board
civiposition of these insects. Some
indihowever.
of
equalization were distributed as
recent experience,
BAIN
GE ITEMS.
followis: On farm land, $2,831,396;
dates that trees thoroughly sprayed
on tolots, $152078, and on perwith a Bordeaux mikture or a lime
wash are apt to be avoided by the
Mr. Billy Turner who has been 1 (whiff subject to equalization, $5S0,other
are
there
if
especially
focusts,
sick for some time with measles -is 866%
trees or woods in the neighborhood now better.
•
on which they can deposit their eggs.
Mrs. Bryant and her children
The bureau announces that the most
anent
the day with Mrs.Cox Sunday.
sellable means of protiecting nurseMr. Olan McCargo, Mr, Oliver
Sies and young orchards is by collect•
or
bags
in
umbrellaa.
insects
Bryant and Mr. Arthur Woosley
)g the
Irom the•trees early in the morning left for Marion Ill., last Saturday.
And Everybody Interested Are Urged
er late in the evening, when they are
Miss Gustie and Kate:Bryant were
To Attend Association Meeting
Somewhat torpid. This should be the
guest's of Miss Bessie McCargo
4tone at th,eir flist appearance, and Sunday Morning.
peated each day.
CHATTERBOX.
The Christian County Committee
The brood this year is the largest
of the Dark District Planters Proflf its kind on record, and the annals
tective Association will meet in HopOf the government go back to 1803.
kinsville next Monday morning at
a
appeared
has
since
it
time
very
1
o'clock.
10
lasen
migrations
has
record of its
Every
member is urged to be prEsmade, the last one in 1894. It is an- Miss Kate E. Hayes and Mr. W.
members of the associaall
and
ent
bounced by the bureau that this Year S. Watson were joined in matrimony
the brood will come in May and Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock in the tion, farmers generally and every'lune, and the states in which it will parsonage of the Methodist church, body else are cordially invited to
make its appearance are throughout Rev. A. P. Lyon officiating. The attend the meeting, which premises
the Southern states east of Texas, bride is matron at the Western Kele- to be one of unusual interest.
Chairman Radford states that acexcept Florida, northward in the tucky Asylum for the Insane and
Mississippi and Ohio valleys through Mr. Hayes, whose home is in Owens- curate reports of the amount of toMissouri to Southwestern Iowa, over boro, is superintendent of the baking bacco planted in the county will be
most of central and Southern Illi- department
They have many read at the meeting.
of
most
Western
Kentucky,
tiois,
friends.
When you feel the need of a pill
Tennessee and will extend into Vira DeWitt's Little Early Riser.
take
• ginia and the Carolinas.
Small pill, safe pill, sure pill. Easy
CI 4111. MVP C't TV.X .61..
The Kind You Have Alroys &NO to take—pleasant and effective.
bare the
Drives away headache. Sold by R.
Silas/we
C. Hardwick.
at
111Nosetsi what MP S.
ss, ss a.,"soap 4is• sa ss zagg% let 1
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One Room of Wail Paper

HAYES-WATSON

Model Dyspepsia Our.

Our Great Phonograph Offer!

••

Free to l'ouv.
A GREAT OPPORTUNITY TO GET A SELF PLAYING
MUSICAL INSTRU SIENT -VsiTtiOUT COST TO YOU!,

EVERY SUBSCRIBER, NEW

GET A

OR OLD, CAN

H FREE!

PHONOGRA

The Kentucky New Era has made a special arrangement with Edwin A. Deham 45t Co.. of London,
Berlin and New York, through their local representative, U. L Elgin, the well known druggist, by which
for a limited time only the New Era is cble to present to its subscribers a $5 Phonograph complete with
nickel brass horn and an extra loud re?roducer.

• •d

THE REASON WHY WE MAKE MIS GREAT OFFER
This offer is made for the purpose of increasing the present subscription list of both
the Daily and Weekly Kentucky New Lira, but old subscrib2rs can take' advantage of it
the same as new ones.
Below we give the conditions by which we dive
you the phonograph.

Our
Offer:

•

•

.Any person Who is 1mot
now taking else New Era
and who will subscribe
to the Daily for three
months at $1.25 or the
Weekly for one year at
$1, we will give absolutely free one of the $5.( 0
Phonographs described above. Old subscribers to either the Daily or the Weekly New Era cars gets
Phonograph by paying up all arrearages, if there be any, and three months or one year in advance,
as the case may be. Most papers in making this offer require a deposit of $1 for packing and expressage but the New Era will even forfeit this much and the machine can be secured at Mr. Elgin's
store with all such charges paid.
The person taking advantage of this offer will also be required to purchase from Mr. Elgin 20
Columbia Records at 25c each or 15 Edison Records at 95 each, these being the regular prices on these
Records the world over. Any person who owns a Phonograph will want at least this many Records
and as Mr. Elgin will carry a complete line and even order those which may be wanted and which he
hasn't in stock, this feature will not be objectionable to any one. Under thii, offer you get the paper, the machine and a nice lot of Records all for less money than is usually paid for a Phonograph
alone

The Phonograph.Which the New Era Offers Gives Just As Great a
Volume of Sound and is Just as Distinct as Any $20
or $25 Machine On the Market,
The reproducer is what does the work and has the added advantage of a permanent needle which
does not have to be changed every time the record is changed, The Phonograph plays any standard
cylinder record and will play them just as well as the larger and higher priced machine. It is light
and compactly built, and is in every way especially adapted for the home. Records for it do not
cost any more, and many times not as much, as sheet music, and by-buying the records and owning
one of these machines, you have the music played in faultless style in your home without going to
the heavy expense of buying a piano or other musical instrument and taking a long music course.
The Phonograph is so simple in its mechanism that a child can operate it as successfully as a grown
person. Even should your machine suffer an accident, the repairs are very low priced and Mr. Elgin
will carry a complete line.

These phonographs and Records are Now on Display at Elgin's Store

•

and if you will call and let him play a record or two for you'you will be convinced of the exceptional
value of the offer which the New Era now makes to their subscribers. By taking the New Era you
get the very latest news, both local and foreign every afternoon in the Daily which is sent to your
gate by carrier or through the mail as you prefer, or every Friday in the Weekly which contains
from twelve to twenty pages each issue. By having the Phonograph you have a machine which is a
constant source of pleasure and something which makes home more attractive and enjoyable to every member of the family.

Kentucky New Era,

Hopkinsville, Ky.

If you live at a distance send in your remittance either by registered letter, postoffice or express
money order (do not send stamps) anekthe paper will be sent,to yeti promptly and the machine expressed or sent in such manner as youlinaY order.
,
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Hotel Latham Building, Cor. 7th and Virginia Sts.

L*0 We bed to announce that we have leased a store room in the Hotel Latham building, cor. 7th and Virginia, and

have established an up-to-date
IV Music Store, with the following line of high class Pianos and Organs: KIMBALL, Halle11 St Davis, Chickering Bros., Whitney, Hinze, Strauss
Dunbar and others. OUR LINE OF INSTRUMENTS NEEDS:NO INTRODUCTION TO:THE PEOPLE OF HOPKINSIVILLE AND SURROUNDING COUNTRY. They:have:been_sold and known here for years.
tiN
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We Want You to Come and Make Us a Social Call

t
m
a

grand display of the leading piano makes of the world. We to try and merit your patronage
M You to see our store and
arrangements to show you one of the prettiest music stores in this part of the

and continued good will.
country. The line of pianos we carry are
We have made special
strong in the confidence of the people--a position gained by doing business on simp.e honest methods and along broad lines.

ta
ts5

Planits From Our Business Platform.
To sell our goeds direct to the consumer; to mark all goods in
plain figures and on a basis of one small factory margin, of profit,
thereby giving the purchaser a better guaranteed quality than
could be bought elsewhere.
To have in constant readiness a complete stock of the highest
class of pianos and musical merchandise—and nothing whatever
unreliable.
To deal with absolute fairnAs with everyone, realizing that our
business will grow just as long as it remaiu4 a public utility.

,%1_
In
)
tR4S1

ij

•

;
L
I

To give prompt, cheerful and satisfactory service to all, to recognize no impediments as insurmountable, to make as few miftakes
as possible and to rectify them as soon as they are discovered.
To stand always on the advancing margin of progress.
To do our level best to deserve more and more the confidence
and esteem of Hopkinsville people and those in the surrounding
country and to merit the wonderful growth which through our half
a-century of business life has been made possible through the patronage of the public.

•

Some rare
1):ip
bargains s
in
slightly damages in shipping.

ISpeciat
K. E. QUALLS MUSIC C Free
tri
IV!
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To each caller the
Musical Herald and
book with words and
music of Nation's Home Songs.
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married Monday afternoon at 3 I marriage
ceremony to the broth
o'clock at the home of the bride's the bride,
and he in turn repeated it
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Hord, to the bride and
groom by means of
four miles east of the _city on the the mute
alphabet. When the dif
Greenville road. The ceremony was ferent parts of the
ceremony wduld
pronounced by Rev. E. H. Bull, of be completed the
contracting parCEREMONY PERFORMED BY THE
this city, a brother of the bride act- ties
showed that they throughly
'ing as interpreter,
REV. ED H. BULL
understood what had been told them
The prospective groom was ac- ! by the nible'fingers
of the interprecompanied to the office of County ter, for their heads nodded
in the
Clerk Campbell by a brother of the affirmative sign promptly
and posbride,newho. iasaalso.
‘N_iItt
e -kn
made-known
wanea
hfis wu
atne'
ts bry
.. itiTyleileYbride is an unusually pretty
writing it on a piece of paper, and young lady. The groom is
a skilled
the license was promptly issued.
iron 1-i-winder by trade and holds a
The ceremony was witnessed by a responsible position with a
Louis(From Tuesday's Daily)
large concourse of friends and re- ville firm. Mr. and Mrs.
'Whitney
Harry Whitney, of Louisville, and latives. When the
couple took their are with the bride's parents today
Miss Sarah H. Hord, of this county, places the officiating
minister re- but will leave in the morning for the
both being deaf and dumb, were peated a sentence
at a time of the groom's home where they willreside.

MK HAGER DECLARES FOR TEMPEUNGE DEAF MUTES ASSUME VOWS OF WELIICK
riE

APPROVES

HEARTILY

THE

—

COUNTY UNIT MEASUFIE

NEW

MANSON—RADFORD
Beautiful Home Wedding Impressively Solemnized.--One of the Most
Interesting Nuptials in the Annals of Hopkinsville Society.

WARDEN

IS

APPOINTED I1

ow

4

ford were driven to the Illinois Cen(From Wednesday's Daily)
Miss Katherine Manson and Ma tral rai:road station where they left
FAANKFORT, Ky., June 11.—In
Radford were united at-11 :20 for Philadelphis- and that
a letter to the editor of the Kentucky jor Cyrus S.
holy bonds of city will be their home for the presIssue, J udge S. W. Hager, Demo- this morning in the
ent.
cratic nominee for the governor of wedlock.
The bride is one of southern KenThe marriage, which was solemthe state, declares that if elected to
tucky's most beautiful and popular
thatkoffice, he will "favor and en- nized at the residence of the bride's
belles and a young woman of charmW.
Mrs.
M.
uncle
and
and
Dr.
aunt,
courage the enactment of all reasoning
personality, rare mental gifts
characterized
by
a
able and practicable measures that Williams, was
'and
accomplishments and wealth.
Only relatives
make for and truly advance the simplicity of detail.
She
has
traveled abroad extensively
intimate friends were
cause of temperance." In forceful i and a few
beautifully and studied in large universities.
langUage he adds that the county i present. The rooms were
trailing Major Radford is a distinguished
plants,
potted
with
adorned
unit;local option law has his hearty
young officer of the United States
I.
vines
and
summer
app7oal, and he will favor the de-1
Marine Corps and, by appointment
velopment of that statute to fully 1 There were no attendants and Maof
President McKinley, assistant
meet the demands of the people of jor Radford and Miss Manson were
quartermaster
of that branch of sermet on entering the parlor by the
the state.
vice: He is a native of Christian
D.
Nourse,
Logan
Wallace
D.,
Rev.
Hi further says that he will stand
county, and entered the Naval
for the strict enforcement of the who impressively pronounced the
uttered
a feeling Academy at Annapolis in 1898, and
laws, and will "exhaust every pre- ceremony and
was graduated as president of his
rogative of the office in seeing that prayer for a divine blessing on their
class.
He was first in the naval serthe laws relating to the proper ob- married life.
vice and was signal officer under
following
delightful
program
The
servsnce of the Sabbath are euforcAdmiral Walker during the Chilian
of music was rendered:
ed •
trouble. After entering the marine
Pilgrim's
Chorus
Wagner
Judge Hager's letter to Editor KelMason corps he served his country in varily is In response to one written by Bridal Song
Chipman ous parts of the world with such efthe latter making inquiry as to the Love Song
Love Me and the World is Mine
ficiency and gallantry that his proDernueratie candidates' views on the
Ball motion was very rapid and he is now
question of temperance, the further Bridal March
Lohengrin
Nevin one of the youngest majors in the
tate sion of the county unit local My Rosary
'marine corps-. He served through
DeKoven
Promise
0,
Me
optLoi statute so as to strike out the Wedding
..Mendelssohn the Spanish-American war on the
March
privi1,ege now enjoyed by the cities
Mrs. James H. Anderson presided U. S. S. Texas and was especially
of th first four classes, and the en- at the piano, and just prior to the commended
to the navy department
forcement of the Sunday closing
nuptial service, during which she by Admiral Philip for valuable and
lows of the state. The letter from played the Wagner bridal march,
conspicuous service. He is the auMr. 4e1ly was written on May20 last, Miss Rowena Wall sang "Love thor of
several text books used in
and he response of Judge Hager Song" and "Love Me and the World the government
naval and military
on Mry#25 following.
is Mille."
academies and elsewhere.
—
The bride wore a brown goingMajor and Mrs. Radford were the
The Prison Board granted a parole away gown and Major Radford was recipients of a large number of
in thl case of J. B. Lindell, of Hop- attired in a brown traveling suit. handsome presents from friends in
many parts of the world. After rekingounty. who was former marAfter receiving good wishes and maining one year in Philadelphia
shal ,of the town of Earlington, and congratulations from those who the happy couple will go
to the Philwas tonv1cted of manslaughter in were present, Major and Mrs. Rad- ippinesto spend three years.
kflled a young man whom
havi
he hail miller arrest for a breach of the time of the killing, and when
the peace'and who attempted to es- the first effort was made to secure a model prisoner since he has been
cape prom him. He has been con- Lindell's release on pardon or par- at Eddyville. He was a prominent
attrafbont three years. The case ole, a protest was made against its figure- in the mining troubles in
fined
ed considerable attention at being done. He is said to have made Hopkins county several years ag o
"
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JUST

RECEIVE
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Is to love children, and no home
can be completely happy without them, yet the ordeal through
which the expectant mother
must pass usually is so full of suffering,
danger and fear that she looks forward
to the critical hour with apprehension
and dread. Mother's Friend, by its pene-
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.—
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Face and Neck Covered with In- THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
flamed Skin — Suffered Terribly
—Mother Took Her to Doctors and Text of the Leeson, Ex. xiv, 13-27.
Memory Versate 13, 14-Golden Text,
Colleges to No Avail —Lost Faith
Ex. xiv, Yee-Comments-ay Prepared
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Cuticura Remedies and
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trating and boothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
all unpleasati, feelings, and so prepares the system for the
ordeal that st.0 passes tilt ough
the event safe..• and with but

Mothers
friend

little suffering, .o numbers have
testified and said, "it is worth
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
Book containing
bottle of druggists.
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ANSWER OF AYERS
MAKES PUBLIC THE

BASIS OF

H S CHARGE,

FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF KING OSCAR
MARKS HIS RETURN TO SWEDEN THRONE

WILL CHANGE NAME
! OF INSTITUTION PROBABLY TO
I

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY.
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Department of Mining Engineering
Established at State College.

We have secured this
spring have more than
realized our expectations. Our signs on the

The board of trustees of the KenA despatch from Fulton, Ky., to
tucky
State college, of which Denny
Sunday's Courie:-Journal contains
P.
Smith
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the following:
that the name of the institution
In support of his statement, made
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be changed to conform more
knew
in his annual report, that he
closely
to
the scope and dignity of
the author of an.annonymous:letter
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received by Robert Wallace, of
State University of Kentucky was
Rinaldo, Mott Ayers, State Fire
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and
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lic the facts
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board of directors of Kentucky
Trigg
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county grand jury. The Fulton
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STOCKHOLM, June 8.—The an- I was a double significance in today's
and we think no one
Attorney of Trigg county that Mr. niversary of King Oscar II. and celebration. It marks the return to number of inter-collegiate basebtai
Ayers failed to produce any evidence Queen Sophia was celebrated this the throne of King Oscar, after his and football games. State college•
has had cause to rein support of his statement that he week. Messages of congratulation temporary abdication in favor of hereafter may play onlysix baseball
gret giving us their buor football games with other colleges•
knew the author of the annoymous were received from all the crowned Crown Prince Gustav as Regent.
letter received by Mr. Wallace, and heads of Europe.
When King Oscar abdicated Dec during any one season.
siness.
The board established a departalso that Mr. Ayers failed to appear
Members of the diplomatic corps 14, 1906, it was feared he would
before the grand jury, as he had called to wish the aged King and his never be able to resume the duties ment of mining engineering. As
said he would, to testify regarding consort many years of happiness.
of governing the country, but his Kentucky is rapidly coming to the
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public accountant and auditor doing elected representatives to
edies have been in the market for
Oct the 3 1906 Mr Bob Wallace kind business in the city of Louisville, Lodge, and R. Y. Pendleton was many years and enjoy a good reps 0
Sir and friend I take this opportuni- Jefferson county, Kentucky. That recommended as District Deputy.
ulation.
ty to write you a flew lines in regard
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
his
professional
with
association
in
to the course you are takn. Now Mr
Remedy for bowel corn- 114100000•04314111411111100141111)04,0041111411111•111110•P'S
Diarrhoea
Do Not Neglect the ChiHren.
Wallace We are tired of the Trust duties connected with banks, trust
plaints.
At this season of the year the first
robing the people So we are determ- companies, railroads, manufacturChamberlain's Cough Remedy for
ined to down them and their thiev- ing and mercantile corporations he unnatural looseness of a child's bow- coughs. colds, croup and whocping
ing gang at all hazards and we conels should have immediate attention. cough.
sider you one of those Scoundrels So has given careful study and close at- The best thing that can be given is
Chamberlain's Pain Balm (an anif you are going to pin your faith to tention fir many years to handwrit- Chamberlain's Colic and Diarrhoea tiseptic liniment) for cuts, bruises,
the avowed eaemy of your on people ing in questioned documents, dis- Remedy followed by castor oil as di- burns, sprains, swellings, lame back
you will have to take pot luck with puted signatures and instruments rected with each bottle of the rem- and rheumatic pains.
them we mean just exactly what we
edy. For sale by Anaereon-Fowler
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Say, we are not a going to lay down of writing in deeds, wills, bank Dreg Co., incorporated. the leading tablets, for constipation, biliousness
and be robed by you at all now my checks, notes and like valuable pa- druggists, Hopkinsville.
and stomach troubles.
brother it will pay you to lay low pers. Said Eastwood states that he
Cllam berIain's Salv for diseases of
I have bought the Livery, Feed and Board sta'"and keep quiet.
the skin,
has repeatedly given testimony both
ney,
on North Main Street, and would be glad tA hint to the wise is !sufficient we in person and by deposition in handOne bottle of each of these five customers
dont want to have to go alter you
is preparations costs but $1.25. For none but call on me. I am going to do a GeRobert J. Downer i.eltertained
of
Jefcourts
the best help and will board ho
matters
in
the
writing
do
it
and
can
to
we
but it we have
sale by Anderson-Fowler Drug Co., and
the
of
Pembroke
fellow-memhers
guarantee
do it. to perfection. Yours Truly an- ferson county and other counties in
incorporated, the leading druggists. business in the satisfaction in even- WP city and am not air'
members
of
few
Efted
and
a
Military
The
D.
T.
swer at once a member of
the state of Kentucky.
please all.
T. A.
his
beauIlopkinsville
Bird,
at
Colic and Diarrhoea,
Having carefully examined in the
Prior to October, 1906, the Cham- detail and critically inspected and tiful home near Fairview WedueePains in the stomach. colic and
pion Bridge company, of Wilming- analyzed the handwriting on paper day afternoon. 'F h4 band boys were dierrhoea are quickly relievedby the
ton. Ohio., sent to Magistrate Nabb, dated October 3, 1906, envelope post- , never treate
tuya ;1y thaii on use of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera.
at Wallonia. several of their stamp- marked October 4, 1906, paper signed this eccaeion. 1., fic),.blnents were and Diarrhoea Remedy. For sale by
Anderson-Fowler Drug Co., incured, self-addressed envelopes and N. E. Nabb, J. P. T. C., said East- serve :.—Pm
•'nr'vil.
ated, the leading druggists.
Magistrate INTabh never returned any wood now affirms and asserts with
to the company and so retained decision of moral certainty that the
them in his possession.
handwriting on each was executed
Shortly after receiving the letter and performed by the same person 46,11119114m2m1-..,_ imp„AN=
Mr. 'Wallace received one of the and hand.
nightly attentions Which- have disS. S. EASTWOOD.
graced the community, and his barn
Subscribed and sworn to before
was burned and his tobacco destroy- nieby S. S. Eastwood this June 6,
ed.
1907.
The Leader says:
My commission expires January
State Fire Marshal Mott Ayres 7, 1908.
was certainly justified in declaring
JOHN B. HUNDLEY. Notary
in his annual report: "The author Public.
of the letter is known to this departLouisville, Ky.. June 6, 1907—This
ment;" and he undoubtedly had is to certify that I, Charles Meri- I
Magistrate Nabb in mind when he wether, of the city of Louisville,
penned that sentence. Magistrate
state of Kentucky. being an acNabb did write the letter, but as we
countant and bookkeeper, am capahave already said, whether he was
ble of discharging any duties aloin any wise a guilty or felonious parthe line of same and am frequei
ticipant in the tobacco burnieg
confronted with various handwr
which followed the letter, we exings
by which I am to pass an opin
pressly disclaim any knowledge,
ion
regarding
the detection of forsimply leaving that matter to everygery
which
might
exist.
body to decide for himself upon the
I am of the opinion that the three
facts as they may appear to him.
A simple justice to the state fire exhibits, one showing the photo
marshal has impelled us to give graphic reproduction of an envelope,
these facts, especially as one or two one showing the contents of same,
of our contemporaries, notably the and another showing a receipt, were
Cadiz Record in its issue of May 30, all three written by one and the
have undoubtedly endeavored to same person.
CHAS. MERIWETHER.
create the impression that Fire MarSubscribed and sworn to before me 1
shal Ayres, had made an unfounded
this 6th day of June, 1907.
charge.
My commission expires February
An obvious effort has been made
9,
1909.
to cover up any evidence of the
ZELLA M. HULSE.
threats of the tobacco burning
Notary Public, Jefferson Co., Ky.
outrages and a despicable attempt
has been made to place Fire Marshal Ayres in a false position in
reference to the investigation of
these outrages. Numerous publications have been made with a view to The good old summer time has come
creating the impression that after
There's no use waiting later,
had
Ayres
notified
the
Marshal
Firie
To Keach's 9th street great store
•.
Trig county authorities of evidence
come.
I.USS eihri
.
et (
MaArre
leihliertMd88.
that might lead to the conviction of
For the best on earth Refrigerator.
the criminals he failed to appear be- If you will visit this great store
the grand jury and give the
Today or some time later.
proper information. Fire Marshal The best thing you'll find there,
Ares furnished to the grand jury
Is the Odorless Refrigerator.
through the proper channel all of
the evidence which we have repro- And if you have some time to spare,
Mid will with patience hear it,
duced herewith except the opinions
of the experts which-It was not his Mr.`;Keach will take delight
In setting forth its merit.
duty to supply. Hisactual presence
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If You Read This
that the leading mediIt will be to learn
cal writers and teachers of all the several
schools of practice recommend, in the
strongest terms possible, each and every
ingredient entering into the composition
of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
for the cure of weak stomach, dyspepsia,
catarrh of stomach, "liver complaint,"
torpid liver, or biliousness, chronic bowel
affections, and all catarrhal diseases of
arhatever region, name or nature. It is
also a specific remedy for all such chronic
affec•ar long standing cases of catarrhal
tions and their resultants, as bronchial,
throat and lung disease (except consumpIt
tion) accompanied with severe coughs.
coughs,
is not so good fcr acute colds and
but for lingering, or chronic cases it is
especially efficacious in producing perfect cures. It contains Black Cherry bark,
Golden Seal root, Bloodroot, Stone root,
Mandrake root and Queen's root—all of
for
which are highly praised as remedies
by such
all the above mentioned affections
;minent menical writers and teachers as
Prof. Bartholow, of Jefferson Med. Col..
the Univ. of Pa.;
lege; Prof. Hare
ngwood, M. D., of BenProf. Finle
nett Med. liege, Chicago; Prof. John
of Cincinnati; Prof. John
King, M.
1. I., of Cincinnati; Prof.
M. Scudde
M. D., of Hahnemann
Edwin M
, Chicago, and scores of
Med. C
ally eminent in their several
other
practice.
sch
"Golcien n.ledieal Di. .ver" -• the
• II .•
,an puilicity o its!orniula
e 5est possible guaranty of its merits.
will
A glance at this published formula
Discovery
show that "Golden Medical
habitcontains no pcnsonous, harmful or
emically
forming drugs and no alcohol—ch
being used
pure, triple-refined glycerine
unobjecentirely
is
Glycerine
instead.
useful agent
tionable and besides is a most well
as bronas
in the cure of all stomach
There
chial,throat and lung affections.
its
for
authority
medical
highest
Is the
"is
"Discovery
The
cases.
such
use in all
of native,
a concentrated glyceric extract
reliable.
medicinal roots and is safe and eminent,
from
. A booklet of extracts
ingremedical authorities, endorsing itsAddress
request.
on
free
mailed
dients
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
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ATTEND

Fox's
I Business
College
and take a course in

Boo}5-Keeping,
Shorthand.
Typewriting
and Telegraphy
Because Hampton Foxds an Attorney-at-Law and is the only
one in Hopkinsville who teaches the Benn Pitman system
of Shorthand with Court Reporting annexed, which not
only prepares his pupils for
but to fill
minor places,
official positions. Also teaches
actual book-keeping from the
start.
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AUTOMATIC EXTINGUISHING APP \RATAS IS USED.

New Mogul Wagon Works the Scene
and a Thorough Test Was
Made

At the Mogul Wagon Works, the
mammoth wagon manufacturing
plant of the Forbes Manufacturing
Company, Saturday afternoon the
automatic fire extinguishing device
was given a thorough test which
was witnessed. by quite a number of
people and which proved satisfactory
in every respect.
The system was put in by I.:the
Niagara Fire Extingnisher company. Numerous large pipes are
placed along the ceiling throughout
the entire building, and every eight
eight feet there is a plug which
works automatically whenever a
fire breaks out anci the heat reaches
160 degrees. These pipes are not
filled with water all the time but
when the heat reaches the necessary height, the water flows in and
through the plug which has a revolving spreader that throws the
water in a heavy shower overilca
space of several feet. These plugs
do not operate at the same time,
only those under which the heat is
sufficiently intense. Should the fire
spread over the entire building,
however every plug would do its
-luta-. Whenever the plugs start
their work the indicator in the engine room shuws where the fire is
located and the engineer can then
turn in the general fire alarm.
• Saturday afternoon a barrel full
of shavings and sticks was set on fire
and before the heat reached the 160
degrees the fire had reached such a
stage that many of the spectators
began tu feel uneasy about its catching to the woodwork and resulting
in a fire sure enough. Just when the
danger seemed to be the greatest,
however, the plug opened and with
a rush and roar the water began to
fall and almost instantly the blazing
pile of shavings was a smouldering
heap and when the water finally
ceased every vestige of fire had been
extinguished. Besides being connected with the city water company's pipes, the fire extinguishing
system is also connected with an
emeraency reservoir which holds
30,000 gallons.
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HAVE YOU CATARRH?

Telephone 272
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
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PUTTING OUT A EIRE A *Good I IPARREL RENEWED
4F-11air-Foodi!I AND
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If you have catarrh. with offensive
breath, burning pains in the throat.
in breathing, raising ol
difficulty__
nasa.a4-4-4-4-4-a-•-e+++++.4-444-es•••444
mucous, discharge from the nose,
tickling or dropping from the back
. .4
11*
of the throat. causing spasms, etc.,
begin the .use of Hyomei at once.
Its medication is taken in with the
you breathe, so that it reechea
air
on
the most remote part f the respiratory organs, killing all catarrha!
germs and soothing any irritatior
there may be in the mucous membrane.
The complete Hyomei outfit costs
hut MOO; and L, L. Elgin gives his
Stock
personal guarantee with each package that moue.y will be refunded unwest Prices
less the treatment does all that is
elaimed for it.

We Are
H dquarters

Shades,
cuttains
Poles
st

IT

Ayer's Hair Vigor, new irr.-1
!proved formula, is a genuine,i
hair-food. It feeds, nourishes,I!
builds up,strengthens,invigorates. The hair grows more
rapidly,keeps soft and smooth,ri
and all dandruff disappears.
Aid nature a little. Give your;
hair a good hair-food.
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Chronic Ulcers are the result of a deeply polluted and foul blood supply.
The blood is filled wita impurities and germs whieh are being constantly
fed into the place through the circulation, until all the surrounding flesh
becomes diseased and the sore an obstinate and permanent trouble.
Every symptom of an old ulcer suggests pollution; the discharge, the red,
angry looking flesh, the inflammation and discoloration of surrounding parts,
all show that the ulcer is prevented from healing by the constant drainage
through it of impurities from the blood. This impure condition of the lekiod
may be hereditary, or it may be the remains of some constitutional disease,
or the effects of a long spell of sickness, leaving disease germs in the system,
or the ansorpticn of the refuse of the body which has not been properly
expsIled through the natural channels. But whatever the cause, the blood is
so weakened and polluted that it does not properly nourish and stimulate
the place, and the sore cannot heal. Salves, plasters, lotions, etc., keep the
sore or ulcer clan, relieve pain, and perhaps reduce inflammation, but can
never permanently heal them because they do not reach the blood. S. S. S.
goes down to the very fountain-head of the trouble, drives out all poisons
and germs, builds up the weak, sluggish blood, gives energy and streneth
to the system, and by sending a fresh, healthy stream of blood to the diseased
parts, allows the ulcer to heal naturally and permanently. Nothing reaches
inherited taints like S. S. S. It cleanses the circulation of every trace of
hereditary disease or impurity, and those who have nursed and treated an old
sore for years will experience good results as soon as the system becomes
influenced by S. S. S. Daole on Sores and Ulcers and medical advice free to
all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.

FATAL

SHOOT ING

Mack Logan Uses Pistol With Deadly
Effect On Louis Brake At
Dawson Springs

Does not change the color of the hart. • •
Formula with each btst1 le ,
DAWSON SPRINGS. Ky.. June
Chow it to yo'7
•
doctor
10.--Mack Logan shot and fatally
Ask iira about it,
se1s o
!,1imagrzwritot
wounded Louis Brake, both wellknown and prominent young men of
You need not hesitate about using this Hopkins county, on the main street
new Hair Vigorfrom any fear of its charg- here Saturday evening in the presing the color of your hair. The new
Ayer's Hair Vigor prevents premature ence of a large ci owd. The shooting
grayness, but does not change the color was the result of trouble of long
of the hair even to the slightest degree. standing, it is said, between the two
—Made by the J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell, Masa.— young men.
Brake, it is said, had been threatening to kill' Logan, making the
threat several times in the presence
of al itnesses, both in the morning
and afteznoon, The matter reached
For University Virginia Summer School Loga.ns ears and he straight-way
armed himself.
—Students Rapidly Enrolling.
Shortly after dusk Brake approached Logan on the main thorThe efforts of President Alderman oughfare. He got within a short
to establish at the University of Vir- distance of Logan, who pulled his
ginia a great summer school which gun and fired, taking no chances.
shall become a permanent feature of His victim fell and immediately
the work of the university, are meet- hundreds of visitors crowded about
ing with gratifying success, judging the prostrate form. Physicians were
manifested summoned and the iniured man reinterest
the
from
throughout the south, as indicated moved to a place where an examiIn the large number of inquiries re- nation could be made. Physicians
ceived by the director.
pronounce the wound fatal.
Students are rapidly enrolling
Logan made no attempt to escape,
from all the southern states and as and is under guard until a complete
far west as Indian Territory, and investigation can be wade. Both
the attendance for the first session are well known young men, and
promises to be much larger than well connected in Hopkins county.
could reasonably have been hoped
Ask for Allen's Foot-Ease,
for.
The university course is the most A powder for swollen. tired hot.
complete ever offered by a summer smarting feet. Sample sent FREE fen
Also Free Sample of the FOOT-EASE
school in the south and includes all SANITARY Corn-Pad, a rtVw incepthe subjects taught in the best high tion. Addres,. Allen S. Ohnated.
schools and academies. The faculty Le Roy, N.Y.
is composed of highly trained exADAMS MAY TESTIFY.
perts who are also practical teachers

i

uers

PROSPECTS BRIGHT

in their line, and the opportunity is
thus afforded for the first time for
southern advanced teachers to pursue a course in vacation.
In addition to these advanced
courses, the "School for Elementary
Teachers" meeting all the requirements for a first-grade certificate,
will again be conducted by Supt. E.
C. Glass, and his usual strong corps
of teachers. This department will
continue only four weeks, beginning
June 19th, at the same time as the
university school. But the training
class conducted by Mrs. M. F. Moffett will continue six weeks, from
June 19th to July 31st. Mrs. Moffett's
training school is an up-to-date
school given over to the review of
elementary subjects.
Reduced rates have been offered
by all the leading railroads, and an
excellent opportunity will be afforded those attending to see the Jamesd&wl t
town exposition.
WM. J. OLIVER GETS A
$12,000,000 CONTRACT.

CURES
ONICIRCERS

Idaho, June 10.—Steve
who
confessed that he was
Adams,
BOISE,

Off for
Forei4n
Lands
Travelers save time and
money by using the Mer
cantile Trust Co. (St. Louis) Travellers' Cheques.
Thest are hone.rcd by all hotels and transportation
companies
The valu- of these cheques in foreign money is
state f'. The xeri ,m-.1unt is never affected by a
fiuct.iriting money market--the holder knows what
he is en*ideri. To receive and receives it. They are
practicillY certifiA chec s payable in gold or its
equiva!ent.
Sold only in this city by this.bank.

fr

the accomplice of Harry Orchard in
the chain of mUrders in connection
with the strike of the western miners, may go on the stand and tell a
bloody stery of his work.
His confession may be used
against him, and it is said to be even
more horrible than the story told by
Orchard.

3M. ON SAVING ACCOUNTS.

WE PAY

ir

NGS-BANK
SAVI
CIAL&
111ER
rIc01
BLI-12.7g(c. HOPKINSVILLE,

A Fortunate Texan.
Mr. E. W. Goodloe, of 107 St.
Louis St. Dallas, Texas, says: "In
the past year I have become acquairitecl with Dr. King's New Life
Pills, and no laxative I ever before
tried so effectually disposes of malaria and biliousness." They don't
grind nor gripe. 25c. at Cook & Friggin's and Cooks Pharmacy.

Branch,Grccey,Ky., II. C.McGehee,Cashier
1110•1119000111009199411•001110000.1111009001114111

When you feel the need of a pill
take a DeWitt's Little Early Riser.
Small pill, safe pill, sure pill. Easy
to take- pleasant and effective.
'Drives away headache. Sold by R.
C. Hardwick.

4
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THE POINT
SOUGHT
v•

STRAYED—From my place 21
sheep, 1 buck, 11 ewes and 9 lambs.
All have long tails and small nick in
left ear. One ewe wears bell. Reward if returned to
W. L. HENDERSON, On Butws2t
ler road. Phone 680-3.
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WE ARE ALWAYS HERE...
0
KNOXVILLE, Tenn., June S.—
NEVER TAKE A VACATION
(Special.)—Wm. J. Oliver, the railroad contractor, who was handed a
—NEVER SICK—CANNOT
juicy lemon by the Roosevelt adminABSCOND AND NEVER DIE
istration in the Panama Canal deal,
6
was today awarded a $12,000,000 contract by a syndicate of Eastern capitalists. He is fo build the Savanah, MEACHAM CONSTRUCTION CO.
Incorporat
Incorporated.
*f.)
Augusta & Northern Railroad, runrs and Civil En
E, •
HOPAV
Contracto
General
to
ning from Savanith to Chattanooga,
foundations
e
Concret
gnneers.
Yaa
NT
House.
distance of 420 miles.
floors and pavements. All classes
r11-.41-40-+-40 4.1
4
11,4141.
of engineering, including city and
l An unknown pereon entered the
A prompt, pleasant, good remedy farm surveying. Second hand iron
We act as Trustee Executor,Administrator,
of John Chaffin, celored. las• for coughs and colds. is Kennedy's fences, curbing and pavement rick
iss
4Vionte
Guardian, Committee, Curator, Assignee
•17 Friday, and stole. $50 in cash from Laxative Cough Syrup. It is espec- for sale. R. E. Cooper. Prest.; G.
Rodand
Treas.;
&
Secy
,
for
babies
ded
Champlin
H.
recommen
his Wife's machine drawer. The thief ially
and in any other Fiduciary capacity; we also
children, but good for every mem- man Y. Meacham, V. P. & Gen.
4:nter
f d the door, reaching his ham) ber of the family. It contains no Mgr.; Gus Moore, Jr., local engici
sell, buy and rent REAL ESTATE for
h a hole in the screen door opiates and does not constipate. Con- neer. 311 S. Main St., Hopkinsville,
tilt.
kv-st TR?
tains honey and tar and tastes near- Kentucky.
anceu4stching it.
our customers
ly
as good as maple syrup. Children
/HAT PA
— --Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
expense,
no case of indigestion. ne like it.
$Tinee
Bead nil
on pc
ajnatter he- iritable or how obetinate
PAS
S
RE
*hatrwill not be speedily relieved by
Millers' Annual Meeting.
Pat
rite
lOusZof liodol. The main factor
t
at
Se rtj$treet,
g tee stomach of any diss
I C OIqC.C.
The Ohio Valley Millers' associarid the only way to
s
rd
food
the
digest
ually
o
will meet in Owensboro on
•
rest
ation
et
et
fo ie ornach itself. Kodol will next Tuesday. This will be the anis,* scientific preparation
4
t.,
and officers will be
acids ontaming the nual meeting
4 yeeta
in a healthy elected. E. D. Caddiek, of GrandFein .amn uices f
s ko the pure view, is now president and George
Ito ch.% It con
tr by R. C. H. Cox, of Owensboro, is secretary.
and4 drugs Inaw. iiild
(Incorporated)
shoe
canvas
We
make
t
i
I Mk.
ptly •
The present flurry in the price of
la la,
s
re-C---41
f 4,
dressing in the beautiful
wheat will probably be discussed
'Tgpse desiriVlifNrsurance Will and also the price of new wheat
t
te
•••••••••••••••111.00000GeoeSCAM
to investigate
.e.find it to th
c many colored rainbow
which will soon be on the market.
tual
of the
,plans a
.* tkat
shades. Bring us a sam,
n of
ce co
f
geneflt L
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To Mothers in This Town.
r.
.o Sto
and a good thing to have in case of
ewark
goods and we
a
nete is
Children who are delicate, fever- C ple of your
0
divided amo
tire. Your losses will not be quite se,
All p
ish and cross will get immediate h
of
shade
the
make
will
ec
for
us
conspicuo
is
t
bard to bettr if there is some finanholder
relief from Mother Gray's Sweet 7
I
o
V
,
cleanse
liberality
micafstianagement,
cial oompensation for the possessions
Powders for Children. They
d ressing
).
destroyed by fire. A good
polOgy contract, fair dealings with the stomach, act on the liver, mak- h
•
child strong and healthy. •
;
tubers and large annual divi- ing a sickly
its
for worms. Sold by!
cure
A
certain
Fire Insurance Policy
.
s to reduce cost of your insur- druggists, 25c. Sample FREE. Ad• s 4 .•
positive necessity to every men .41
a
Is
dress, Allen S. :Olmsted, LeRoy,
ance.
a business or a home. Get one
with
Y.
H. D. WALLACE, Agt.
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Canvas Shoe
Dressing i

0,

3 per Cf. Interest on Time Deposits

Planters Bank&
TrustiCo.
It's a Big Thing

Only 10c Bottle.
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BP-'N S. WINFREE,
Fire and Life Ineurance,
Office with Winfree & Knight
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brazen libertines of high is it they take? It is the body of Jois true of the sociological and jail. Oh, ye
to Pharaoh.
oh, ye immoral and wanton de- seph, who was not known
•cientific world is also true of the do- life;
h the
throug
bones
those
legalizing your crimes iu a They carried
e:es:lc and the ecclesiastical. When bauchees,
h
throug
them
carried
they
sea;
court, come today and sit at Boa
An issue which has made a man fa- divorce
over
them
carried
they
ess;
wildern
the
of this young man of the east
mous passes away the man's work is the feet
carried them
the lesson that in Joseph's the Jordan; then they
learn
and
lone and the man's name will surd:
Jacobs well, where they were
sight, as in God's sight, the marriage near to
se fargotten.
So is it with every faithful
altar is the most sacred place in the buried..
.
God. Though the world
Reason
of
r
Still Anothe
universe, next to the great white servant
s, though his very
why
service
his
reason
DROPS
forgets
Rut there is another
For Infants and Children.
throne.
is
record
his
n,
oblivio
the
into
sinks
honor
to
name
ceased
Imee Egyptians
samito
alunini
rennnru
But Joeseptt was more than morally
osiiinu
rememnaree of Joseph. The disasters which pure. He was financially clean as written in the book of God's
By Rev.
will
he
ction
lowed from the stay of his people in well. No tainted money stuck to the brance, and at the resurre
frank De Witt Talmage, D. D.
Segept were so overwhelming that Jo- palms of his hands. There in many a stand among the people of God.
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One-Fourth Off
One-Fourth Off
Sale Begins Saturday, June 15th, and Continues Seven Days. Spot Cash Only Buys.
black Silks
$1 yd
(only) yard wide good quality Black
Worth $1.25.

36 inches wide White Habutai Silk worth

Your unrestricted choice of about 1,500 yds Fancy
suits or waists. Worth $1.25

15 pieces Novelty Check and Striped Woolen Suiting, wth 75c & 85e
only, 240 yds. 36 inches wide guaranteed Black Taffeta Silk
Worth 1.50.
10 pieces Novelty Striped and checked Woolen Dress Goods, wth.$1
60 yds (only) yard wide Black Peau de Soie
35 pieces Fancy Checked and Striped woolen dress goods wth

20

pieces Fancy Checks & Striped woolen dress

10 pieces Fancy Checked tic Striped Novelty Suitings worth $2.00 yd

White Wash
25c Yd
200 yds. 21 inches wide White Habutai Silk worth 35 cents.

27 inches wide White Habuta Silk worth 50 cents.

Remember, This Sale Btgins Sat=
urday Morning, June 15th, at
8 O'clock Sharp.
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THE NEW ERA'S

PROPOSITION

AROUSES MUCH INTEREST

You Can Get One Free of Charge, if
You Wish, and it is a
Daisy.

The New Era's free graphophone
offer is proving a winner from the
very start. I...very since the papers
containing full particulars regarding the plan appeared on the street
jesterday afternoon, many people
have visited the drug store of L. L.

Seven pieces Printed Coin Dot and Ring Wash Silks worth 39c.

every three months subscription to
the Daily at thezegular price of $1.25
or a year's subscription to the WeekWalter W.'Williams, a carpenter
ly at $1. Old subscribers can also of this place, but who is now in the
take advantage -of the offer by pay- log business for Dering & Frank, of
ing up their back subscription, if Hopkinsville, had the misfortune
any, and the prescribed time in last Monday morning to break his
advance. Any one who owns a leg four inches above the ankle, by
phonograph will want at least twenty falling from the top of a load of saw
or twenty-five records and there- logs. Mr. Williams is hard-workfore the condition that each person ing and honest, and has the sympawho receives a machine shall pur- thy of the entire community in his
chase 20 Columbia records at 2"ic troubles.
each or 15 Edison records at 35c each,
Lightning struck the top of Mr.
from Mr.Elgin, works,. no hardship. will Camp's fine house last SaturThese records sell at these prices day morning that was built by
the world over and even if bought Forbes Mfg. Co. Considerable damin larger quantities could not be pur- age was done to the roof.
chased any cheaper.The photiograp!I
Potato bugs are still holding conwiii play any stAndard cylinder retence in Trenton. Many delegates
rec:Ird in the same perfect manner. are in attendance, and if they hold
much longer an Irish potato lamas the hi0i priced instrinnents.
I1 ine is expected.
Do not delay but avail yourself of
There is a great deal of sickness at
this wond.:,rftil offer teday and have
this time caused from wet weather
an instrument in your home which and early vegetables. People should
wilt be a source oqconstant pleasure be careful how they indulge in garden products or the doctors will beto every member of the famil.y.
come millionaires.
The timber business is getting to
be quite important at this place now. ;
Rolland & Sons have quite a lot :2,f
,:agsat the depot for shipment.
The meeting and dinner on . the lt alter'W• Williams, who got his
le e. broken last Monday, has shipped
ground here last Sunday was large- out
• several carloads and now has
ly attended. quite a number of, peo- several more on the ground for shipfrom Hopkinsville being present. ment. Such an enterprise brinL;s
lot of money to the farmers.
Miss Mina Wood of Sinking Fork
A gentleman wrote an article a
spent last week with her sister Mrs.
few days ago in which he stated that
Nick King.
rural free delivery was running peoMiss Marietta Merritt of Hopkins- ple crazy. We agree with him that
it is driving some people crazy, but
ville visited Miss Rosa King Sat- for the want of it. A man or woman
urday and Sunday.
that would go crazy with telephones I
and free delivery at their command
Mrs. Alice Yancey spent last week would not have to camp out more
at the home of her father Mr. E. G. than one night.
Robinson of Bluff Springs.
The heavy rains last Saturday
Miss Lena Foster of Hopkinsville played havoc with corn, tobacco
spent several days with her cousin, and gardens around this town.
Miss Bernard King this week.
Mrs. V. F. Martin, of Greenville,
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. R. A.
Miss Eva Underwood was in Hop- Williams, this week on Hopkinskinsville last week shopping.
ville street.

Continues Until Friday Night
June 21. Cash Only Buys
Goods Advertised

They Are Half
Price N

DOGWOOD DGNGS.

Elgin and asked that the graphophone be played for them. In'every
such case the listener was thoroughly delighted and nearly all of them
expressed the intention of having
one of the high class little machines.
The volume of sound and the perfect tone given out by the grapliophone is remarkable,. they being
equal in this respect to any of the
high price machines.. They are
very simple in their construction
and a child can run them as sucVery little has been said about
It is being talked on the quiet that
cessfully as a grown person. They this being locust year, but they are a syndicate is being organized for
have set screws which regulate the plentiful in this neighborhood. They the purpose of converting what is
known as the Big pond six miles
speed, the tension and the angle of can be heard in every direction.
from
Trenton in the Webb neighthe record cylinder so that it can be
borhood into a celery farm.
E.
Wright
Drs.
0.
and
Oscar
made to play to just exactly suit the
Max Freedburg, one of our up-tolistener. Another great feature Barnes were in this neighborhood
one
day
this
week.
date
dry goods merchants, is the
about the machine is that the
happy father of a bouncing baby girl
needle is permanent and the expense
Little Stella West is spending this .that was born on the eve of the
necessary to keeping a supply of week with relatives in Hopkinsville. ninth.
needles on hand and the trouble
Every body is glad to see a few
Farmers are now busy overhaulincident to changing them everyj
ing
their binders and mowers. Soon
days of warm sunshine, it reminds
you can hear the hum of the sickle,
time a new record is put on, are us of "The good old summer
time" and the"bob white" of the quail and
obviated.
Mrs. Walton Cobb of Elkton visit- tnen the hum of the thresher, and
The terms of the offer are most
Pd Mr. Claq. Carter's
lamily last then fried chicken and open-face
liberal. The New Era gives the
pies, and then—yum, yum, yutn.
machine away absolutely free with I week.

Embracing all New York Patterns and Hose made
in our own work rooms. Worth $3.00 to
$15.00. Now go at Half Price.
Nothing Reserved Except Chiffon and Maline Hats

